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SANOM  SAICHOOMDEE : APPICATION OF NEURO-FUZZY 
TECHNIQUE FOR DISTANCE RELAY PROTECTION. 




The distance relays for transmission line protection usually operates based on 
the measured transmission line impedance. When a fault occurs in power system, 
resulting in fault impedance or generator current with impedance changed. This could 
be the cause of underreaching or overreaching behaviors of distance relay, which 
results in distance relay malfunction. Therefore, this research presents the application of 
neuro-fuzzy technique for distance relay protection for transmission line. Neuro-fuzzy 
has a flexible manner of identifying the fault that has occurred, thus suitable for 
changing conditions in power systems. The fault simulation of the transmission line 
based on the uncertainty of fault impedance and distance of fault on transmission line, 
form the parameters for voltage, current, voltage angle and current angle of the bus. 
The result will then be used for learning and for thus adjustments to the neuro-fuzzy 
technique. Thus, future neuro-fuzzy shall operate with heightened accuracy and 
precision. 
This research shows that neuro-fuzzy is suitable for transmission line 
protection. The results has minimum percentages are tested on the fault transmission 
line protection in the following cases; cases of three phase fault, neuro-fuzzy operated 
correctly in 96.97 percentage of transmission line protection. In cases of double line 
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In cases of double line to ground fault, neuro-fuzzy operated correctly in 97.40 
percentage of transmission line protection, and in cases of single line to ground fault, 
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V F w x =  
 
∑                                               (1.1) 
 
H+&  j  = 1,d,J 
           k = 1,d,N 
     V   ก!"#*%? 
 w   	%	,ก- 
 X   ก!"# /-! 
 N   	 /-! 







Y F w V =  
 
∑                                              (1.2) 
 
1ก"*ก!-)0 ! ก? ก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	ก1ก"*0
* )+&*)0D//ก* (back propagation) ?$&กBAก	@		# /-!+&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= =  (1.3) 
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1E[w] (Y - Y )
2 =
= ∑  (1.4) 
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/." 
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 w 
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 w 
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AB , ABG 
BC ,  BCG 
CA  , CAG 
A A 0V /(I +3kI )  
B B 0V /(I +3kI )  
C C 0V /(I +3kI )  
A B A B(V -V )/(I -I )  
B C B C(V -V )/(I -I )  
C A C A(V -V )/(I -I )  
 
  A,B,C  	 
 G    ก	" 
 V   #	#0	 
 I   #	#ก0	 
 0Z     /&0?"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M(" 
1Z     /&0?"	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 k  0 1 1(Z -Z )/Z  
 0I    ก0	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M(" 
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2 ∑                                                                                                        (1.5) 
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Input Recurrent Layer Recurrent Layer Output 
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  1 1 1 11,1 1,1a (k) f (IW P LW a (k 1) b )= + − +                              (1.6) 
 
  2 2 1 2 22,1 2,1a (k) f (LW a (k) LW a (k 1) b )= + − +                              (1.7) 
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                                                                                     (1.9) 
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H+& a0I     ก0กM("# a 
a1I     ก0กก# b 
 
a2I    ก0ก# c 
 0Z      /&0?"กM(" 
 1Z      /&0?"กก 
 2Z      /&0?"ก 
 fZ     !" /&0?" 
 
a
V     0	 a  
 bV     0	 b 
 
c
V     0	 c 
 afI     ก0!"# a  
 bfI     ก0!"# b 
 






V 0=  (2.1) 
 
 fZ 0=   (2.2) 
 




 aa0 a1 a2
II I I  
3
= = =   (2.4) 
 
 fa1
0 1 2 f
VI  
Z +Z +Z +3Z
























I 1 1 1 I
I = 1 a a I
1 a a II
     
     
     
         








V 0 Z 0 0 I
V - 0 Z 0 I
V 0 0 Z I0
fV
      
      =       
            
  (2.7) 
 
 Va0   0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 Va1    0กก# a 








V 1 1 1 V
V 1 a a V
1 a a VV
     
     =     
         
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c b f bV V - Z I=  (2.9) 
 
 b cI I 0 + =  (2.10) 
 










I 1 1 1 0
1I 1 a a I
3
I 1 a a -I
     
     =     

















 a1 a2 f a1V V Z I= +  (2.13) 
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a a0 a1 a2I I I I 0= + + =   (2.14) 
 
 b cV V 0= =   (2.15) 
 










V 1 1 1 V
V 1 a a 0
V 1 a a 0
     
     =     
          
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1 2 f





















VI -  
Z
=  (2.22) 
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a b cV V V 0= = =    (2.23) 
 











=   (2.26) 
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		#&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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d pickZ  Z<   (2.29) 
 
H Zpick  Pick up setting #&" 
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-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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H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&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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&	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	,,)!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2.4  %$!!	ก.66;	 3 %6 
 	 3 +&)&ก	!ก	"%  ก	+&		@ก #$%)+%,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&( 10 (0  
- 	!" 1 (0)0ก A-B-C 
- !" 3 (0)0ก A-B, B-C, C-A 
- !" 3 (0)0ก A-B-G, B-C-G, C-A-G 
- ก	"!" 3 (0)0ก A-G, B-G, C-G 
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 A-B-C 
 
ก	+&	*)   
 
B C C AA B
1F
A B B C C A
E - E E - EE - E Z
I - I I - I I - I
= = =                                                               (2.30) 
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E - E Z
I - I
=     (2.31) 
  

























2.4.3  %6$ก	,6$ 
ก ก	0ก	"/ 	A	ก	,	 B 
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 B-C-G 
 
ก	+&	*)   
 
 B C 1F
B C
E - E Z
I - I
=  (2.32) 
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Z - ZI I I
3Z
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  /A A 0I I mI= +  (2.34) 
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
ก0	+&)@(ก**0) H+	 m +& *)&	(,	 1.5 @$ 2.5 	,   
		0/		ก	M  
 
2.5  ก	%!%!%$!!	 
 &"+	+&ก	+		H	ก	&0,	กA&P	ก!  
0กA&P	+&ก !"Hก	&+&	A#	#)	 /-!	กก	 1 	A?$&
ก	&+&0ก)P+  ก	&+&H*)0ก	&+&
H*)#	 
ก	++&*)ก	&+&ก	,,) S1 0 S2 	A /-!+&#)	(
ก	&+&H,) 
 
1 1 2S k A k B= +                                                                                                          (2.36) 
 
2 3 4S k A k B= +                                                                              (2.37) 
 
H    A   0+&)	ก&" (A θ)∠  
              B    ก0+&)	ก&" (B )φ∠  
              k1 , k2 , k3 , k4      	+& 
(ก	,) 
 
 jθ11 1S S e=                     (2.38) 
 
jθ2


























(+& 2.16 ก	&+&H*)#	 
 
	ก(+& 2.16 #+&*)ก		A/+	! (trip signal)  1 2S > S  





1 2θ - θ
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	ก(+& 2.17 #ก		A! 1 2 °θ -θ >90 0- !)ก	+		 















2.6 *:ก	;ก%$!!	  
 ก	ก		)&"+	  &ก	0H?กก 3  
/,)	@ก		)!+%	0ก	ก	 (back-up protection)        
ก	0ก	H?ก		@+	)&% 
 1 ก	,+& 85 @$ 90 "?D!" #				+&ก +		++&
H&ก	,	ก ก	H?ก	ก 
  2 ก	,+& 120 @$ 150 "?D!" #				+&ก +		
ก	ก	,)ก&"H? 1 H&ก	,	 0.3  	+& 
  3 ก	, A@$ 150 "?D!" #				)+&	+&-)
@+		ก	ก	,)ก&"H? 1 0&"H? 2 H&ก	,	 1  	+& 
 
2.7   
ก	M$กB	ก	ก		+&ก !"%   !)	กก	M$กB	ก		A!"
0(0!"+&ก #$%		?$!"+&ก #$%%&( 4 *  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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3.1  ก$-		 
ก		A0 (soft computing) (0ก		A+&)	 	
+	)	ก	)	*	p	 (intelligence system) /0ก)1,	+&&	??) 0)
		*)ก	0ก)1,	+&&	0#P	0) +&&ก	&0#/		 !" 
0#)((!	 +&		@!,)&()1,	P	0)+&&	
0!	 C ?$ก	'กP	0  )+&  &	0!	 C ?$ &
"ก#ก		A0ก	''	ก	+		#*	p	,	
* #)	)กก) ก	,	,!-'H	A (approximate reasoning) ก		A
*  U	ก	  (evolutionary computation) -	1??& ( fuzzy inference system) 0
#		++& (neural network) ?$*	p	0!* กD&-p/	! 
!	*	p	0''	 (hybrid intelligence system) *  H-1??& (neuro-
fuzzy) กDก	+		ก##		++& ?$&			@ก	&()* -
#)( 0!#!	P	0)+&&	0 0			@#
-	1??& ?$+		กBAก		"	() (knowledge representation) 	ก
R		() (knowledge base) 0)	"	()%	กก	!  
 
3.2  =7>6::%:? 
ก
ก Zadeh (1965) /		+	,)&	p	,-B"
(intelligent system) +&		@/ 	A	0 	,"0ก)#1,	!	 C )H*)"	() ,ก
,!-'010)!	 C 	กก	/ 	A	0 	,",		!#1,	,	
+&- (optimal) 0)@(ก		*)ก	. 	+&&	*,&	-
1??&?D!%&	กR			ก+B&?D! H			* ก##)(&,	ก,	?$(
* 0 @$ 1 ?$0!ก!		ก	#		* ก#?D!*+&&	 0 0 1 /&+	% 
+B&1??&?D!)@(ก/U	0	*)	,	)		ก)	#	 !	* 	+	)	















 กA&+&?D!* (crisp set) ก	-@$		* ก#?D!&/& ก	
	* ก?D! 0+)			* ก) 1 0ก		* ก?D! 0+)
			* ก) 0 0!1??&?D!ก	-@$ก		* ก?D!0	
	* ก+&&กBA!(* 0 @$ 1 @)	ก	,,) U ?D!กP//+." 0 x 
	* ก#1??&?D! A 01??& A U⊆ 		@ก	)	 Ux∈ 	,1??&?D! ก	, A (x)µ
1ก"*	* ก (membership function) # x 1??&?D! A 		@#&	/."
ก	)ก	+& (3.1) 
 
( ){ }AA x,µ (x) ;x U= ∈  (3.1) 
 
!0+	P	B	 (linguistic Variable)  !01??& (fuzzy variable) #?$,)
		/(+&&	,	!	!)ก	 !	* @)	ก	,,) 	(# !0
1??&0@)	ก	,	!0#?D! {!&%, 	ก	, (} &ก?D!#	!0,	&%	
	!01??& ก	ก&%!01??&0!!0	!)/ #	 (hedges) /
,)	!01??&,)&	,-	ก #$% * 		!&%	ก, #)	( !) 
	/(+&	 	ก , #)	 #	#!01??& 
 
3.3  ก	2#@$A6::%:? 
ก	0+#)(1??&?D! . 	Hก	&+&ก?D!* * 	(# 
!01??&&	(* 150 @$180 ?! ! ก	,,)?D! A ?D!#+&( %
?D! A กA&#?D!*!)&ก	ก	,	- & /!-	#)(
	* ก#?D! ! ก	,,)	- ก	&,)&	+	ก 170 ?! !ก	
@)	&	(	กก	,+	ก 180 ?! ! -	%( 		@#&
1ก"*	* ก)ก	+& (3.2) 
 
A
1          x 180
µ (x)=

























(+& 3.1 ?D!(0* 
 
	ก(+& 3.1 +&&	(!%0! 180 ?! !#$%+	% $-)	+&(
&			* ก+	ก 1 ก	ก%-	!&%+%, &			* ก+	ก 0 
	 %+&&	( 179.9 ?! ! กD&	(ก)&ก+&( 180 ?! !
	ก0!กD-	!&% 	ก1,	&%		@. 	H1??&?D!+&&1ก"*	* ก)
ก)&ก	 	กก	ก	. 	H*)?D!*)0ก	+& (3.3) 
 
A
1 (x -170)        170 x 180
10
µ (x) 1                          x 180


























(+& 3.1 0(+& 3.2 0		* ก#!01??&กD&	!
* 0 @$ 1 * +&&	( 175 ?! ! กD-	(*&ก 0!&
		* ก#!01??&(+	ก 0.5 @)	&+&ก?D!*+&&	( 175 
?! ! &		* ก#?D!(+	ก 0 +%+&	()ก	 180 ?! !
(/&Dก) 
 
3.4  6ก+	+ก 
/ 	A	-A! #1??&?D!	ก(+& 3.2 0ก00+##!#1??&
?D!0ก0!%0+			* ก (+& 3.2 &!01??&!0& 
 !01??&#( /,)-ก-*	ก+&+	ก	M$กB	)+	ก	/ !01??&
&ก!0 !01??&#!&% 0!01??&#+&&	(	ก	 (+& 3.3 
?$กA&+&##!#!01??&+&-*	ก+%,+&+	ก	M$กB	 &ก##!
#!0&%	?D!กP//+." 00!!01??&กD&##!#!01??& 
	* !01??&#!&%&##!(* 0 @$ 170 ?! ! !01??&#+&
&	(	ก	&##!(* 160 @$ 180 ?! ! 0!01??&#(&






















1ก"*	* ก&,	ก,	0+&*)	A		* ก#0!!01??&  
* 1ก"*	* ก(	,& 01ก"*	* ก(&,&	,( *)	A	
	* ก#!01??&0* ) 1ก"*	* ก? ก" 1ก"*	* ก(	 
01ก"*	* กก	"?& *)	A		* ก#!01??&0! 
!)  
1ก"*	* ก(	,& (triangular membership function)  *)ก	ก
-+&*)1??&?D! !01??&+&ก	,H1ก"*&%!)&	+&,	+&-/&	&+&+	
,)			* ก+	ก,$ 	&		* ก C 
 ,		ก			* ก+	ก,$	ก#$% !	#!0	( !01??&
(	ก	 &1ก"*	* ก0(	,& 1ก"*	* ก(	,&&/		 !"
+%, 3 /		 !"  a b 0 c @)	ก	,,) a b 0 c 	  C 0ก	,,) 





(+& 3.4 1ก"*	* ก(	,& 
 
 
0                         x a
x-a
                a x b
b-atringle(x;a,b,c)
c-x
                 b x c  
c-b
























1ก"*	* ก(&,&	,( (trapezoidal membership function) 1ก"*	* ก
+&ก	,)ก	(&,&	,(  *)ก	ก-+&*)1??&?D! 1ก"*
	* ก+&ก	,)ก	(&,&	,(!)&*#	+&,		ก+&-(ก-
,$+&,)		* ก#!01??&?D!% C ก	ก%&		* ก
) C  ,		ก#)(ก- 1ก"*	* ก(&,&	,(&/		 !"+%, 4 
/		 !"  a b c 0 d @)	ก	,,) a b c 0 d 	  C 0ก	,,) 





(+& 3.5 1ก"*0(&,&	,( 
 
0                         x a
x- a
                   a x b
b- a
trapezoid(x;a,b,c) 1                         b x c                       
d-x
                    c x b  
d-c






























1ก"*	* ก0? ก" (sigmoid membership function) 1ก"*	* ก+&&(	
)	! 1ก"*	* ก0? ก"1ก"*	* ก+&ก	,	/.",	##!
/ 0* ) 1ก"*	* ก0? ก"&/		 !"+%, 3 /		 !"  
a b 0 c @)	ก	,,) a b 0 c 	  C 0ก	,,) a b c≤ ≤  %		@









0                         x a
x-a2             a x b
c-a
sigmoid(x;a,b,c)
x-a1-2          b x c                       
c-a
  1                      x c
≤

  ≤ ≤   
= 





















1ก"*	* ก0(	 (bell membership function) 1ก"*	* ก+&&
-A! ##)()	ก1ก"*		* ก0(	,& 0!#)(###!+&
0/ &	/."กBA* ) 1ก"*	* ก0(	&/		 !"
+%, 3 /		 !"  a b 0 c @)	ก	,,) a b 0 c 	  C %1ก"*












  +   
   
     (3.7) 
 
1ก"*	* ก0ก	"?& (gaussian membership function) 1ก"*	* ก0ก	"
?&&+%, 2 /		 !"  c 0 σ ก	,,) c 	-M("ก	 0 σ 	ก)	































(+& 3.8 1ก"*	* ก0(ก	"?& 
 
3.5  %&-	!	%! 
#		++&)@(ก/U	#$%H	M,กก	+		#-B" %
	#)	-AกBA+	ก	P	/0* /! ก#"ก!	 C $+&
 		  ?$ก),'/%R	+&&ก	?"	+ (neuron) 
+&&ก	*Hก		ก %?"	+0!?"กD ,'		 
?$	A0	A+&@(ก		ก?"	+ C 0!?"	+
#-B"&H)	+&	??)ก)"ก,ก 3  0(+& 3.9 
)0ก 
1. H?	 (soma) !?"	+&,)	+&ก		A+&#)		?"	+
	ก+" 
2. +" (dendrite)  )	 C +&?"	+,)&,)	+&	A	#)	(
?"	+0!?"	+&+"		ก!&กBA,ก ) H+&
+"0!ก	#	#)	?"	++&( C H?	 /	A	ก?"	+
 C  
3. 0ก? (axon)  		A#		0,+&#?"	+*)

















+& A!,		0ก?ก	+" &ก	?0" (synapse) 
	A	+&@(ก	@$	0ก?ก!-),)ก ก	'	#	A* &'	
?0" 	A* &ก	@(ก+"-		A	&#)	(?"	+  
'#	A(@$-&+&ก!-)?"	+ !?"	+
,)ก	 Mก"ก+	 (action potential) 0!@)	'#	A(@$-&
	A+&&(กD		D 0+	,)กก ก	ก!-) C %-AกBA+&
	#?0"  			@#	A+&@(ก'	?$#$%(กก	$! #ก	
*!H	A&%	&P	/	Aก!-) (excitory) ,	A,-% 
(inhibitory) 		,$กD) 















(+& 3.9 *& +	# 
 
ก	+		0&%&#)&  	!)+	@$(0กก		A+&0 
0!,),)	+&#กก	&() ก	+	,)	+&)	(0ก		A+&)0
ก)&กก		A,		+&@(ก!)#$%	 Hก	-	+&(P	, , 	+&
















	+ H,)0!,ก)	A /-!+&ก	(Aก	%	,ก /-	
		#	A /-!% C P	&ก	'H0ก		A /-!
+&ก	(Aก	%	,ก+%,	ก 	ก%		A+&)0+	1ก"*ก!-) 






















(+& 3.10   
 





net = x w∑  (3.9) 
 
j j jθ y =f(net )+  (3.10) 
 
  xi      	A /-! 
yj     	A	!"/-! 
wij     	%	,ก	ก /-! i   j 
jθ         	0+&  j 
f(.)        1ก"*ก!-) 
















1ก"*ก!-)+& *)  1ก"*0#% (step function) 1ก"*,	 
(sign function) 1ก"*? ก" (sigmoid function) 01ก"** ) (linear function) 
(Negnevitsky, 2002) 0(+& 3.11 H+&1ก"*ก!-)0#% 00,	
&ก	V	"  ! (hard limit function) ?$ *)	,	+&00กP+ (classification) 
0ก		0	 (pattern recognition) 1ก"*? ก" *)	,#		++&
+&&ก	&()00/ก (back-propagation learning) H##!#	!"/-!(* 0 @$ 1 






1  ;  x  0
f(x)







1  ;  x  0
f(x)







































3.5.1  ก	%!@#224-ก$ 
ก	&()##		++&) .&ก	0/ก			%
ก)กก		 กก	  ก		A /-!0#)	,)	 
(feed forward) 00/ก			)ก, (feedback) กBA0*%



















-         +
-         +

















(+& 3.12 ก	+		##		+&00/ก 
 
3.5.2  กก	%!@#224-ก$%&-	!	%! 
#		++&0,	*% (multi layer neural network) #	0&%
&กBA0ก*% (layer) ?$ก)*%# /-! (input layer) *%#
	!"/-! (output layer) 0*%? (hidden layer) ?$ก	ก	,	*%#*%?
0!ก!	ก!		??)#ก		A+&*)  ก	 ก		A??)	กกD!)&*%
#*%?	ก#$%  #)(+&#)		+	*% /-!%@(ก'	,)0!,'+&(
*%&ก/+	ก	'0	A,	&%@(ก'	! C (*%@?$
&ก	,)			# /-!+&#)			ก,!	 C 0!ก!	ก0	A@(ก
!,	*% C ก+@$*%#	!"/-!?$'/."+&)ก	Hก	
	%	,ก# /-! H .&ก	&() (learning) H .&ก	&()กDก		#)(+&+	















	ก%$			' /	+&)	+	ก	-	%	,ก (weight) P	#		+





















-         +
-         +













(+& 3.13 H)	#		+&0,	*% 
 
ก	,,)	/		 !"!	 C (+& 3.13 &	,	&% 
  i = 1, 2, d, N 
 j = 1, 2, d, N1 
 k = 1, 2, d, N2 
H+& xi    	A /-!+&#)	(*% /-!  i 
i     *% /-! 
j      *%? 
k      *%	!"/-! 
N    	 +%,*% /-! 
N1    	 +%,*%? 
N2    	 +%,*%	!"/-! 
vj     	!"/-!	ก*%? 
yk     	!"/-!	ก*%	!"/-! 















wij    	%	,ก+&*!,	*% /-!ก*%?	ก 
  i   j 
w jk    	%	,ก+&*!,	*%?ก*%	!"/-!	ก 
  j   k 
jθ    	0	,*%?+&  j 
kθ    	0	,*%	!"/-!+&  k 
  	ก(+& 3.13 	A /-! xi 	ก*% /-! +-ก!*%
? H&	%	,ก wij *!,	*% /-!ก*%? 	ก%*%?	A	!"/-! 
vj /	A /-!,)ก*%	!"/-!@ H*!ก)	%	,ก wjk )	A
	!"/-!##		++& yk ,	ก	&()#	A	!"/-!,	&%@(ก	
&+&ก	A	!"/-!+&!)ก	 dk /	A			 (error) 	,
กก	0/ก 	ก%	%	,ก#+-ก*%@(ก-	,),	 		@. 	
))ก	+& (3.11) 0ก	+& (3.12) !		 
 
jk jk jkw (n+1) w (n) ∆w (n)= +   (3.11) 
 
ij ij ijw (n+1) w (n) ∆w (n)= +   (3.12) 
 
H+& jkw (n 1)+   	%	,ก	ก*%?*%	!"/-!,-	 
jkw (n)    	%	,ก	ก*%?*%	!"/-!ก-	 
jk∆w (n)   	%	,ก0ก)	ก*%?*%	!"/-! 
ijw (n 1)+   	%	,ก	ก*% /-!*%?,-	 
ijw (n)    	%	,ก	ก*% /-!*%?ก-	 
ij∆w (n)   	%	,ก-	ก*% /-!*%? 
n    	 
 
  ก	-	%	,ก0	0##		++& กก	
&()00/ก*) .&ก	#ก& (gradient descent method) H+&	%	,ก























  (3.13) 
 
 1η   !	ก	&() (leaning late) 0 E(n)  	1ก"*  +&ก 













 k k ke (n) de (n) - y (n)=   (3.15) 
 
	กก	+& (3.13) *),กก	#ก(กH? (chain rule) )ก	+& (3.16) 
 
k k k
jk k k k jk
e (n) y (n) net (n)E(n) E(n)
. . .
w (n) e (n) y (n) net (n) w (n)
∂ ∂ ∂∂ ∂
=
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
  (3.16) 
 






net (n) w v=∑  (3.17) 
 
%	!"/-!   
 




























































	ก	+& (3.19) ก	+& (3.20) ก	+& (3.21) 0ก	+& (3.22) 0+ก	+& (3.16) 
) 
 
( )k k j
jk
E(n)







"&%ก11+ก,!ก (3.13) "0 
 
( )jk 1 k k jw (n) η .e (n).f net (n) .v (n)′∆ =  (3.24) 
 


















    
 
( )k k kδ (n) e (n).f net (n)′=  (3.26) 
 
,   
 
( ) ( )k k k kδ (n) d (n) - y (n) .f net (n)′=   (3.27) 
 











  (3.28) 
 
j j
jk j j jk
v (n) net (n)E(n) E(n)
. .
w (n) v (n) net (n) w (n)
∂ ∂∂ ∂
=
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
  (3.29) 
 
H+& jnet  '#'(A,		%	,ก,	*% /-!0*%





net (n) w .x=∑   (3.30) 
 
	!"/-!	ก*%?)   
 


























v (n) v (n)
∂∂
=
∂ ∂∑  (3.32) 
 




e (n) e (n) net (n)
.






/ 	A	ก	+& (3.15) 0ก	+& (3.18) )ก	+& (3.34) 
 



























0+ก	+& (3.35) 0ก	+& (3.36) ก	+& (3.33) ) 
 
( )k k jk
j
e (n)





















0+ก	+& (3.37) ก	+& (3.32) ) 
 
( )k k jk
kj
E(n)




∂ ∑  (3.38) 
 























0+ก	+& (3.38) ก	+& (3.39) 0ก	+& (3.40) ก	+& (3.29) )	 
 
( ) ( )k k jk j i
kij
E(n)




∂ ∑   (3.41) 
 
%	กก	+& (3.28) ) 
 
( ) ( )2 k k jk j i
kij
E(n)




∂ ∑   (3.42) 
 
/ 	A	ก	+& (3.26) ) 
 
( )ij 2 k jk j i
k
w (n) η δ (n).w (n).f net (n) .x (n)′∆ = ∑   (3.43) 
 















( )j k jk j
k
δ (n) δ (n).w (n).f net (n)′=∑   (3.45) 
 
	,ก		0#*%?0*%	!"/-!		@/ 	A	)	ก
ก	+& (3.46) 0ก	+& (3.47) !		 
 
j j jθ (n+1) θ (n)+ θ (n)= ∆   (3.46) 
 
k k kθ (n+1) θ (n)+ θ (n)= ∆  (3.47) 
 
  j 3 jθ (n) η δ (n)∆ = 0 k 4 kθ (n) η δ (n)∆ =  
 
H+& 1η  2η  3η  0 4η   !	ก	&() / 	A		กก	+& (3.20) 
0 (3.45) ?$ก	,				 kδ  0 jδ  !		 ก		A,		ก	
	!)()	-/."#1ก"*ก!-) 1ก"*ก!-)&-AกBA+&	  !)
1ก"*!		@,	-/.") ก		A@)	!)ก	,)D #$% 1ก"*ก!-)+&
ก*)&		!ก		A (Fausett, 1994) !	#1ก"*ก!-)+& *)	ก
+&-	,ก	&()00/ก  1ก"*0? ก"?$1ก"*!+&		@,	
-/.") 0&กBA* ) ##!	!"/-!(* 0 @$ 1 -/."#1ก"*
ก!-)0? ก"0)ก	+& (3.48) 
 
( )f (x) f(x) 1- f (x)′ ′=                          (3.48) 
 
%ก		A	 kδ  0 jδ  	กก	+& (3.20) 0 (3.45) !		% 
		@. 	))ก	+& (3.49) 0 (3.50) &% 
 

















   
 
( ) ( )k k k k kδ (n) d (n) - y (n) .y (n). 1- y (n)=  (3.50) 
 
0   
 
( ) ( )j k jk j j
k
δ (n) δ (n).w (n).f net (n) . 1-f net (n) =  ∑   (3.51) 
 
( )j k jk j jk
k




 1 ก	,	/		 !" !)##		++&  




v (n) f net (n)
1 exp(-net (n))= = +  
  
N
j ij i j
i=1
net (n) w .x +θ=∑    1j 1,2,3...N=  
 3 " #"&()*+)ก'()*+) 
( )k k
k
1y (n) f net (n)
1 exp(-net (n))= = +  
  
N
k jk j k
i=1
net (n) w .v +θ=∑      2k 1,2,3...N=  
 4 11+"&%กก'&.1'()*+) 
jk jk jkw (n+1) w (n)+ w (n)= ∆  
   jk 1 k jkw (n) η .δ +v∆ =   0 ( ) ( )k k k k kδ d (n) - y (n) .y (n). 1 - y (n)=  
	 5 11+"&%กก2'+).1'& 
ij ij ijw (n+1) w (n)+ w (n)= ∆  
   jk 2 j iw (n) η .δ +x∆ =   0 ( )j k jk j j
k















	 6 11+"&.,2'&$2'()*+) 
j j 3 jθ (n+1) θ (n) + η δ (n)=  
k k 4 kθ (n+1) θ (n) + η δ (n)=  
 7 !#ก	,-กก	&() @)	#)	#,)
/ 	0)ก#%!+& 2 #%!+& 3 #%!+& 4 #%!+& 5 0#%!+& 6 
+	?%	 C ก	#)	#ก	,-กก	&() 
 
3.6 	6::  
-	1??&,()กก* R	กY1??& (fuzzy rule based system) 
H+0)-	1??&ก)!	 C 0(+& 3.14 -	1??&
ก) 5  ?$0!&	&&% 
1. R	กY (rule base) ก	,กY1??& @)	 (if) 	ก%then) ก	0ก	&()#
-B" H*)ก	0,!-0'?$((#!0+	P	B	 Hก	'H)	#กY
/%R	  @)	 (if) &#)( /-! (antecedent) 	ก% (then) ,			!"/-!#1??& (consequent) 
2. R	#)( (data base) ก	,1ก"*	* ก#1??&?D!+&*)กYกA"1??&H+&
R	กYกR	#)(ก	&ก	R		() (knowledge base) *)ก	0* 0
ก	,(	#1ก"*	* ก#!0+&*)0#,ก!	 C +&*)ก	!  
3. ก	*!ก	+	1??& (fuzzification interface) &	 /-!#	+	
P	B	Hกก	+	1??& (fuzzification) กก	ก	,			* ก#!
0+&*)Hก	0+!001??&)1ก"*	* ก 
4. ก	!  (decision making unit) +	ก	  p	กกYHกก	! *)
ก		 ก	*!0 AND , OR 	ก%*)ก	-	Hก	กY#)	)ก0*)
ก	+	1??&ก	,			!"/-!#?$ .&ก	-	& 2 0  ก	ก	(-!	-
0 .&ก	(-ก	(A 
5. ก	*!ก	+	&1??& (defuzzification interface) &'1??&#ก	  p 
		!"/-!Hกก	+	1??& กก	0'ก	! 01??&,)




















1. ก	+	1??& (fuzzification) #ก	&+&	# /-!ก1ก"*	
	* ก/ก	,	!01??& 
2. ก	 	กY#1??& (fuzzy rule evaluation) ก		A		กกY/	
		* ก###กY0!!?$	+&)&ก			#)0#D#ก	ก!-) 
(firing strength) #กY 
3. ก	ก (aggregation) ก		!"/-!#กY+-ก C กY?$ก		1ก"*
		* ก#	!"/-!#0!กY	ก 
4. ก	+	&1??& (defuzzification) #%!-+)	#-	1??& ก	0	'
#	!"/-!?$((#1??&?D!	!# & .&ก	+&)	  * ก	ก



























#		++&01??& ก+ 	,)	*	p	 ?$+	
ก	ก0,)+		ก+	,)*	p	+%+		กBA ?$ก0
ก (	+ !"  M&0ก), 2552; Negnevitsky, 2002) H#		++&&-A! 
+	)	ก	&()	ก#)(+&#)( /-! 1??& ก&#)&+	)	ก	,),ก,!-' 
	กD!	1??& กกD&-#ก	&()0ก	!#,)#)	ก
P	/0)#1,	!	 C +&ก #$% 0)	#		++&&-)	ก	&()
0ก	!,)#)	กP	/0)#1,	!	 C +&ก #$% 0!กD&-)		A
+&&กBA??) +	,)'()*)		@#)	@$กก		AP	+	,)กก	
		()0ก'()*)+	)& ก	''	ก	+		##		++&01??&
 กP	!)* H-1??& +	,)*	p	ก ก	''	ก	+		ก		
"	()	ก%	"	(),	%	-	กก	!  &ก+%+	,)*	
p	&		@&()0		@!P	/0)!	 C #"	(),	%) 
-	 H-1??&0!) (adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system , ANFIS) 
#		++&0,	*%+&+		-	1??&  ?$+	,)
*	p			@&()0	@+	ก		/		 !"#ก H)	# ANFIS 
ก)*%# /-! *%?0#*%	!"/-! ?$0+1*ก"	* ก0ก1??&  
!		 H+&	H,#ก1??&&	+	ก kx  k 0+ก	0	1ก"*



























3.7.1  *#	 ANFIS  





















(+& 3.15 H)	 ANFIS 
 
H)	##	0	1??&0?(กH,$ !	&%
ก	,,)& /-! 2  /-!  x1 0 x2 &	!"/-! 1 	!"/-!  y 0!!0&	!0
1??& 2 	 !0	!"/-!ก	H/ H&,$  ANFIS ก)
กY+%, 2 #)&% 
ก 1      
@)	     x1   A1 
0   x2   B1 
	ก%   y = f1 (x1, x2) = k10 + k11x1 + k12x2  
ก 2   
@)	    x1    A2 
0  x2    B2 
	ก%   y = f2 (x1, x2) = k20 + k21x1 + k22x2   
ก	,,) x1 0 x2  !0 /-!+&&	1??&  A1 0 A2 	, x1 0 B1 0 

















  1 *% /-!+	,)	+&#)( /-!	กP	ก'	#)	(*%! 
 
1 1
i iy x=   (3.53) 
 
ก	,,) 1iy  0 1ix   /-!0	!"/-!# !+& i  #*%+& 1 
 















  (3.54) 
 
ก	,,) 2ix  0 2iy   /-!0	!"/-!# !+& i *%+& 2 ia ib  0 ic  
/		 !"-M("ก	 	ก)	0	*#(+	#1ก"*	* ก#
 !+& i  /		 !"*%&%	&ก	/& /		 !" (premise parameter) 
 
  3 *%ก#1??& กY&% /-!	ก ก	+	1??&?$# if 
0)+	ก	,	'/."# then  /-!# if @(ก'ก)ก	








=∏   (3.55) 
 
ก	,,) 3jix   /-!	ก  j *%+& 2   i  *%+& 3 0 
	!"/-!	ก กY i  #*%+& 3 !	* 3
Πi A1 B1y =µ × µ H+& A1µ 0 B1µ 

















  4 *%ก	+	,)+R	 (normalization layer) 0! 0+0!กY
# /-!# *%&%		ก+-ก กY*%ก,)	0+	ก		A
	+R		#)0#D#ก	ก!-) (normalized firing strength) #ก% C 	+R	
#ก	ก!-)&%!	#	!"/-!# กY% C !'#	!"/-!# กY

























i iy µ=   (3.58) 
 
ก	,,) 4jix  /-!	ก  j  *%+& 4   i  *%+& 4 0 n 





1 2 3 4
µy
µ µ µ µ
=
+ + +




N 4y µ=   (3.60) 
 
   5 *%+	ก	&1??&0!  /-!		ก *%+& 4 @$ x1  0  
x2 ) 		!"/-!#ก	+	&1??&0! )&% 
 

















i i0 i1 1 i2 2iy µ [k k x k x ]= + +   (3.62) 
 
ก	,,) 5ix    /-!	ก	!"/-!*%+& 4 0 5iy   	!"/-!#ก	+	&1??&#
  i  	 i0k i1k 0 i2k 	/		 !"0	1??&0?(กH#  i   
	/		 !"*%&%&ก	?&)/		 !" (consequent parameter) 









=∑   (3.63) 
 
n
i0 i1 1 i2 2i
i 1
y µ [k k x k x ]
=
= + +∑  (3.64) 
 
3.7.2  ก	%!@# ANFIS 
ก	&()# ANFIS &()Hก	*)ก .$ก	&()0''	 
(hybrid learning algorithm) Hก	+		ก,	ก .$ก		A	ก	
)+&- 0ก .$ก	#ก& H#%0ก#ก	+		ก	ก	,	 !)
#1ก"*ก!-),)ก	* ก#  (membership neuron) 0!! 	ก%1ก"*
M("ก	# +&*!ก /-! x ก	,	ก)	0	*/,)	* ก#
 ก ก	+?)ก ก .$	,ก	&()# ANFIS 0!#ก	+		
ก)*#)	,)	 (forward pass) 0*ก	#)	, (backward pass) H
#)	,)	&ก		#)	#)(	,&()# /-!0) +	ก		A	!"/-!0!*%
0+	ก	-	!"/-!*)ก .$ ก		A	ก	)+&- ก	-	
	!"/-! 	กก	+& ANFIS *)ก	-	!	(0#?(กH 	!"/-! y +&)$1ก"*    
* ) ก	ก*)ก .$ก	0/ก (back propagation algorithm) ?$&ก		


















3.8   
ก	)	*	p	0''	 Hก	''	ก	+		#*	
p	+%#)	)ก  #		++&01??& ก +	,)*	p	0
''	&%		@	"	()	-	กก	!  &ก+%+	,)*	
p	0''			@&()0!P	/0)!	 C #"	()+&)











































4.1  ก$-		 
	 &%*) H-1??&ก	ก		  %$!)+	ก	,	!	
	,ก	&()# H-1??&  ก	,	!		,ก	&()+	)	กก		ก	
ก !"		#+H*)H0ก  Matlab/Simulink  ?$/		 !"+&
)	ก		    0	  ก0	  	*)*-#)(	,ก	&()#
 H-1??&  
 
4.2  ก	 	$ก	%ก,6$ 
+&*)ก		ก	ก !"%!)#	Dก  	 *)
0,	  ก	,	!		,ก	&()# H-1??&+	)Hก		,!-ก	A"ก	
ก !"		#+  	 &%*)#	Dก	,!-+&!)0
H*)#	Dก&%กD/	!ก	 	,"'#ก	ก		00
1,	+&ก #$%	,ก	ก		&ก) 
4.2.1  ก	 	$6$9	!A#.66;	ก	$ 2 2$- -	! 
+&*)ก		ก	ก !"&%	M#	Dก?$&)	&
	 2 +&*ก)		?$&ก	ก 	,!-+&*)#	Dก&%
กD/	!ก	 	,"'#ก	ก		001,	+&ก #$%ก	ก
		(+& 4.1  '#ก0	+&,#)		ก+% 2  0		!)	+	




























(+& 4.1 	+&*ก)		 
 
  H!"+&ก #$%		&"+	&Hก	!!"' /	
)	/ 	A	'#!" /&0?"	ก&"+		 /&0?"	ก
H	!	#'!	#0#	+&ก ก	!'!	#ก0
%ก		,!-ก	A"ก	ก !"		%+	ก		  	!" 
(A-B-C) !" (B-C) 0ก	"!" (A-G) !"0!0+&ก #$%      
		ก			@0ก		Aก)&% 














      



















  1F 1A 1A 1AE E - Z I=  (4.1) 
 
  F A 1A 1AE E - Z I=  (4.2) 
 
0!	ก     
 
  F F 1A 1BE Z (I I )= +  (4.3) 
 
0     
 
  A 1AI I=  (4.4) 
 
  B 1BI I=  (4.5) 
 
  A B 1A 1BI I (I I )+ = +  (4.6) 
 
%)    
 
  F F A BE Z (I I )= +  (4.7) 
 
  A 1A 1A F A BE Z I Z (I I )= + +   (4.8) 
 
  A A B1A F
1A 1A
E I IZ Z
I I
 +













































  1F 1A 1A 1AE =E - Z I  (4.10) 
 
  2F 2A 2A 2AE =E - Z I  (4.11) 
 
	ก	+& (4.10) 0ก	+& (4.11) 	ก	) 
 


















0!	ก    
 
  F F 1A 1BE =Z (I +I )  (4.13) 
 
0    
 
  1A 1B 2A 2BI +I =I +I  (4.14) 
 
  A 1A 2AI =I +I  (4.15) 
 
  B 1B 2BI =I +I  (4.16) 
 




  F F A BE =Z (I +I )  (4.18) 
 
  A 1A 1A 2A F A BE Z (I I ) Z (I I )= + + +  (4.19) 
 
  A A B1A F
1A 2A 1A 2A
E I IZ Z
I +I I I
 +




















































  1F 1A 1A 1AE E - Z I=  (4.21)   
  
  2F 2A 2A 2AE E - Z I=  (4.22) 
 
















	ก	+& (4.21) ก	+& (4.22) 0ก	+& (4-23) 	ก	) 
 
  F A 1A 1A 2A 0A 0AE E -  Z (I I ) -  Z I= +  (4.24) 
 
  0A 1AF A 1A A 0A
1A











  F F 1A 1BE 3Z (I I )= +  (4.27) 
               
0  
 
  1A 1B 2A 2B 0A 0BI I I I I I+ = + = +  (4.28) 
 
  A 1A 2A 0AI I I I= + +  (4.39) 
 























  A 1A A 0A F A BE Z (I mI ) Z (I I )= + + +  (4.33) 
 
  A A B1A F
A 0A A 0A
E I IZ Z
I mI I mI
 +
= +  + + 
 (4.34) 
 
  (+& 4.5 ++&*)ก		!"0!	 C ?$	A	กก	
*)H0ก Matlab/Simulink 
 
AE 0∠ ° BE 0∠ °
 
 
(+& 4.5 	 2 0,		,ก		A,	!" 
 
H	/		 !"#+&+	ก		 
 EA    0#+&  A  &	+	ก 115 0∠ °  ก HH!" 
  EB    0#+&  B  &	+	ก 115 0∠ °  ก HH!" 
ZA    /&0?"#+&  A H&	 
Z1 = 0.00499 + j0.03384 "( !  Z0 = 0.00425 + j0.0369 "( !  
ZB     /&0?"#+&  B  H&	 
Z1 = 0.00499 + j0.03384 "( !  Z0 = 0.00425 + j0.0369 "( !  
ZL    /&0?"#		+&&		 100 ก H! 
H&	 /&0?"#	 
Z1 = 0.085811 + j0.36204 "( !/ก H! 
Z0= 0.254850 + j1.42230 "( !/ก H! 















  ก	!&*-#)(	, H-1??&%!)+	ก	ก	,	0
P	!	 C,)-ก	+&ก #$%ก	&% !		+& 4.1 ก	ก	,	
!	 C &&% 
- +&ก !"		 
- 	!)	+	ก	 
 
!		+& 4.1 #)(+&*)*-	, H-1??& 













Rf = 2,7,12, 17,22,27,32,37, 
42 , 47 
 
 
  	ก!		+& 4.1 ก	+&ก	,	!	 C %+	,))	#)(ก ,!-ก	A"
ก	ก !"0!	 C 		&% 
- กA&	!")	#)( 210  *- , 210 !	 
- กA&ก	"!")	#)( 210  *- , 210 !	 
- กA&ก	"!")	#)( 210 *- , 210 !	 
- กA&ก	"!")	#)( 210 *- , 210 !	 






















  	,ก	&()# H-1??&ก	ก		     
+&+ก	,,)+	ก	ก+&  85  "?D!"#				  Hก 
!"		P	  85  "?D!"#		  ก	,,)&"+		 
H&	A,กBA" ก 1 0!@)	ก #$%กH?ก (ก  85 "?D!") 





































  ก		A,		!	 C *)H0ก Matlab ก		A	ก!)   
+	ก		A	,		0,	!		#'+&)	กก		A0&% 
 กA&	!"!		#'+&)	กก		A0!		+& 4.2  
0!		+& 4.3 
 
!		+& 4.2 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 24.11 24.25 24.11 63.58 63.51 63.74 
5 24.50 24.50 24.57 61.05 61.00 61.29 
10 36.19 36.22 36.26 45.14 45.10 45.38 
15 42.60 42.65 42.68 39.42 39.37 39.64 
20 47.96 47.98 48.02 34.97 34.93 35.17 
25 52.37 52.42 52.45 31.43 31.37 31.61 
30 56.07 56.06 56.18 28.54 28.48 28.66 
35 59.20 59.18 59.30 26.12 26.06 26.23 
40 61.87 61.84 61.98 24.07 24.02 24.17 
45 64.18 64.15 64.28 22.31 22.27 22.41 
50 66.20 66.17 66.29 20.78 20.75 20.88 
55 67.97 67.99 68.03 19.44 19.41 19.54 
60 69.56 69.56 69.61 18.26 18.23 18.35 
65 70.99 70.93 71.09 17.22 17.19 17.27 
70 72.28 72.22 72.38 16.27 16.24 16.31 
75 73.47 73.40 73.56 15.41 15.39 15.44 
80 74.57 74.53 74.64 14.61 14.60 14.64 
85 75.60 75.55 75.69 13.89 13.87 13.90 
90 76.61 76.55 76.67 13.20 13.19 13.20 
95 77.60 77.57 77.66 12.55 12.55 12.53 
















!		+& 4.3 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 60.85 60.75 60.76 45.76 45.70 45.73 
5 60.35 60.30 60.31 44.51 44.48 44.50 
10 60.12 60.11 60.12 35.53 35.53 35.55 
15 61.61 61.47 61.58 31.87 31.82 31.82 
20 63.33 63.32 63.34 28.78 28.77 28.79 
25 65.24 65.09 65.24 26.25 26.20 26.20 
30 67.00 67.00 67.02 24.03 24.03 24.04 
35 68.74 68.69 68.77 22.16 22.15 22.15 
40 70.36 70.29 70.39 20.53 20.51 20.51 
45 71.88 71.78 71.91 19.09 19.06 19.06 
50 73.29 73.20 73.32 17.80 17.78 17.77 
55 74.60 74.52 74.64 16.64 16.62 16.62 
60 75.85 75.76 75.92 15.59 15.56 15.56 
65 77.06 76.94 77.11 14.62 14.60 14.59 
70 78.20 78.14 78.24 13.71 13.69 13.69 
75 79.35 79.25 79.41 12.86 12.84 12.83 
80 80.49 80.43 80.53 12.03 12.01 12.00 
85 81.67 81.58 81.74 11.22 11.20 11.19 
90 82.93 82.81 83.00 10.40 10.37 10.36 
95 84.28 84.24 84.30 9.52 9.51 9.50 





















  กA&ก	ก !"!		#'+&)	กก		A0    
!		+& 4.4 0 !		+& 4.5 
 
!		+& 4.4 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.68 29.25 29.25 0.00 55.17 55.18 
5 93.92 30.91 30.91 0.00 53.02 53.02 
10 93.90 45.55 45.55 0.00 39.22 39.23 
15 93.85 51.34 51.34 0.00 34.25 34.25 
20 93.86 56.00 56.00 0.00 30.42 30.41 
25 93.93 59.73 59.73 0.00 27.30 27.30 
30 93.92 62.77 62.77 0.00 24.78 24.78 
35 93.95 65.27 65.27 0.00 22.69 22.69 
40 93.91 67.49 67.49 0.00 20.90 20.90 
45 93.92 69.43 69.43 0.00 19.37 19.37 
50 93.92 71.02 71.02 0.00 18.04 18.04 
55 93.92 72.41 72.41 0.00 16.89 16.88 
60 93.90 73.74 73.74 0.00 15.84 15.84 
65 93.85 74.73 74.73 0.00 14.95 14.95 
70 93.91 75.77 75.77 0.00 14.11 14.11 
75 93.89 76.75 76.75 0.00 13.34 13.34 
80 93.93 77.43 77.43 0.00 12.69 12.68 
85 93.86 78.28 78.28 0.00 12.02 12.02 
90 93.91 78.99 78.99 0.00 11.42 11.43 
95 93.88 79.51 79.51 0.00 10.87 10.86 


















!		+& 4.5 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 41.49 41.49 0.00 39.57 39.57 
5 93.91 42.64 42.64 0.00 38.50 38.50 
10 93.90 51.98 51.98 0.00 30.74 30.74 
15 93.89 56.22 56.22 0.00 27.55 27.55 
20 93.90 59.82 59.82 0.00 24.90 24.90 
25 93.89 62.84 62.84 0.00 22.69 22.69 
30 93.87 65.47 65.47 0.00 20.79 20.79 
35 93.93 67.66 67.66 0.00 19.18 19.18 
40 93.88 69.58 69.58 0.00 17.77 17.77 
45 93.97 71.31 71.31 0.00 16.52 16.52 
50 93.88 72.92 72.92 0.00 15.38 15.38 
55 93.89 74.25 74.25 0.00 14.39 14.39 
60 93.88 75.43 75.43 0.00 13.49 13.49 
65 93.88 76.62 76.62 0.00 12.64 12.64 
70 93.93 77.74 77.74 0.00 11.85 11.85 
75 93.87 78.77 78.77 0.00 11.10 11.10 
80 93.89 79.77 79.77 0.00 10.39 10.39 
85 93.93 80.73 80.73 0.00 9.69 9.69 
90 93.89 81.77 81.77 0.00 8.97 8.97 
95 93.89 82.87 82.87 0.00 8.22 8.22 






















!		+& 4.6 0!		+& 4.7 
 
!		+& 4.6 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.68 29.25 29.25 0.00 55.17 55.18 
5 93.92 30.91 30.91 0.00 53.02 53.02 
10 93.90 45.55 45.55 0.00 39.22 39.23 
15 93.85 51.34 51.34 0.00 34.25 34.25 
20 93.86 56.00 56.00 0.00 30.42 30.41 
25 93.93 59.73 59.73 0.00 27.30 27.30 
30 93.92 62.77 62.77 0.00 24.78 24.78 
35 93.95 65.27 65.27 0.00 22.69 22.69 
40 93.91 67.49 67.49 0.00 20.90 20.90 
45 93.92 69.43 69.43 0.00 19.37 19.37 
50 93.92 71.02 71.02 0.00 18.04 18.04 
55 93.92 72.41 72.41 0.00 16.89 16.88 
60 93.90 73.74 73.74 0.00 15.84 15.84 
65 93.85 74.73 74.73 0.00 14.95 14.95 
70 93.91 75.77 75.77 0.00 14.11 14.11 
75 93.89 76.75 76.75 0.00 13.34 13.34 
80 93.93 77.43 77.43 0.00 12.69 12.68 
85 93.86 78.28 78.28 0.00 12.02 12.02 
90 93.91 78.99 78.99 0.00 11.42 11.43 
95 93.88 79.51 79.51 0.00 10.87 10.86 


















!		+& 4.7 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 41.49 41.49 0.00 39.57 39.57 
5 93.91 42.64 42.64 0.00 38.50 38.50 
10 93.90 51.98 51.98 0.00 30.74 30.74 
15 93.89 56.22 56.22 0.00 27.55 27.55 
20 93.90 59.82 59.82 0.00 24.90 24.90 
25 93.89 62.84 62.84 0.00 22.69 22.69 
30 93.87 65.47 65.47 0.00 20.79 20.79 
35 93.93 67.66 67.66 0.00 19.18 19.18 
40 93.88 69.58 69.58 0.00 17.77 17.77 
45 93.97 71.31 71.31 0.00 16.52 16.52 
50 93.88 72.92 72.92 0.00 15.38 15.38 
55 93.89 74.25 74.25 0.00 14.39 14.39 
60 93.88 75.43 75.43 0.00 13.49 13.49 
65 93.88 76.62 76.62 0.00 12.64 12.64 
70 93.93 77.74 77.74 0.00 11.85 11.85 
75 93.87 78.77 78.77 0.00 11.10 11.10 
80 93.89 79.77 79.77 0.00 10.39 10.39 
85 93.93 80.73 80.73 0.00 9.69 9.69 
90 93.89 81.77 81.77 0.00 8.97 8.97 
95 93.89 82.87 82.87 0.00 8.22 8.22 





















  กA&ก	ก ก	"!"!		#'+&)	กก		A
0!		+& 4.8 0!		+& 4.9 
 
!		+& 4.8 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!"  Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 22.74 98.86 94.67 62.25 2.39 2.39 
5 23.63 98.39 94.66 57.70 2.19 2.19 
10 46.45 96.35 94.41 34.61 1.16 1.16 
15 54.70 95.69 94.42 28.36 0.87 0.87 
20 60.53 95.48 94.23 24.01 0.67 0.67 
25 64.84 95.10 94.09 20.84 0.51 0.51 
30 68.18 94.82 94.13 18.44 0.38 0.38 
35 70.82 94.75 94.09 16.53 0.27 0.27 
40 72.96 94.59 93.99 15.00 0.18 0.17 
45 74.71 94.40 94.02 13.75 0.09 0.09 
50 76.17 94.26 93.99 12.71 0.00 0.00 
55 77.39 94.23 93.90 11.83 0.09 0.09 
60 78.47 94.05 93.89 11.08 0.18 0.18 
65 79.35 93.94 93.92 10.45 0.27 0.27 
70 80.16 93.78 93.89 9.91 0.38 0.38 
75 80.81 93.66 93.74 9.45 0.51 0.51 
80 81.34 93.58 93.64 9.08 0.67 0.67 
85 81.78 93.23 93.65 8.80 0.87 0.87 
90 82.11 93.02 93.48 8.62 1.16 1.16 
95 82.30 92.50 93.24 8.59 1.61 1.61 


















!		+& 4.9 !		+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!"  Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 59.01 98.20 92.45 46.15 1.77 1.77 
5 57.86 97.84 92.70 43.86 1.66 1.66 
10 59.91 96.30 93.54 29.65 1.00 1.00 
15 63.55 95.78 93.75 25.00 0.77 0.77 
20 66.84 95.39 93.84 21.57 0.60 0.60 
25 69.66 95.08 93.85 18.96 0.46 0.46 
30 71.99 94.93 93.78 16.89 0.35 0.35 
35 74.04 94.66 93.92 15.25 0.25 0.25 
40 75.68 94.57 93.89 13.88 0.16 0.16 
45 77.14 94.38 93.93 12.76 0.08 0.08 
50 78.38 94.24 93.92 11.80 0.00 0.00 
55 79.47 94.16 93.79 10.96 0.08 0.08 
60 80.44 94.12 93.85 10.25 0.16 0.16 
65 81.29 93.90 93.88 9.64 0.25 0.25 
70 82.11 93.83 93.73 9.08 0.35 0.35 
75 82.84 93.66 93.71 8.59 0.46 0.46 
80 83.55 93.47 93.72 8.15 0.60 0.60 
85 84.30 93.16 93.92 7.76 0.77 0.77 
90 85.05 92.93 93.86 7.38 1.00 1.00 
95 86.01 92.41 94.12 7.01 1.31 1.31 
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#ก	-ก!"*) H-1??&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0ก	,	(0
 H-1??&+&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&#)0	ก	ก001ก"*
	* ก# /-!+&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	,) +. P	/# H-1??&/ #$%)  
%ก	-ก!"*) H-1??&%	!)&ก	+,@(ก' ก!) 
-ก!"*) H-1??&#	Dกก0)	'	กก	&()@)	&()	DกD		@	
















*-+&ก%/( +. P	/# H-1??&&ก%ก 
*%# /-! *%#	A#	#)	 	 &%*)#	#0	0#	
#ก0	/		 !" /-! 
*%#	!"/-! *%	A#	ก 	 &%	A#&"+  (trip) 
,+  (no trip) 
1ก"*		* ก0(	 (bell membership function) 1ก"*	
















   
 (4.35) 
 
















 	,ก	-ก!"*)  ANFIS  *)H0ก  Matlab  	ก  Matlab H0ก
+&&1ก"*+	A !M	!"+&H*"0กก	-ก!"*)H0ก0&ก
(toolbox) # H-1??&) 
4.3.1  *-6::		%66$ 
	 &%)	 H-1??&	,!"	!"  &+%,   
3 0/ก	&+&P	!)!	&ก  H-1??&	,	!"+&
	&&%  H H-1??&0+&  1  	,	!"0+)  NF1_3PH    H-1??&
0+&  2  	,	!"0+)  NF2_3PH  0 H-1??&0+&  3  	,	
!"0+)  NF3_3PH  
1. NF1_3PH &	1ก"*	* ก 3 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 3  /-!   
 Input = [VA  IA   VA./IA] 
2. NF2_3PH &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = [VA  VB  VC  VA./IA] 
3. NF3_3PH &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = [VA  IA   IB  IC] 
  ,	กก	*)H0ก Matlab ก	&()# H-1??&0!0
)	'ก	' /	)+&-!		&% 0.1775, 0.1957 0 0.0605 
4.3.2   *-6::	%66$ 
	 &%)	 H-1??&	,!"!"  &+%,  3  
0/ก	&+&P	!)!	&ก   H-1??&	,!"+&
	&&%  H H-1??&0+&  1  	,!"0+)   NF1_2PH   H-1??&
0+&  2  	,!"0+)  NF2_2PH  0 H-1??&0+&  3  	,
!"0+)  NF3_2PH  
1. NF1_2PH &	1ก"*	* ก 3 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 3  /-! 
 Input = [VB  IB  VB./IB] 
2. NF2_2PH &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = [IA  IB  IC  VA./IA] 
3. NF3_2PH  &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-!  
 Input = [VA  IA   IB  IC ] 
  ,	กก	*)H0ก Matlab ก	&()# H-1??&0!0















4.3.3   *-6::	%6$ก	,6$ 
	 &%)	 H-1??&	,ก	"!"  &+%, 
3  0/ก	&+&P	!)!	&ก   H-1??&+&	&&% H+& 
 H-1??&0+&  1  	,ก	"!"0+)  NF1_2PHG   H-1??&0+&  2 
	,ก	"!"0+)  NF2_2PHG  0 H-1??&0+&  3  	,
ก	"!"0+) NF3_2PHG 
1. NF1_2PHG &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-!  
 Input = [VA  VB  VC  VA./IA ] 
2. NF2_2PHG &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-!  
 Input = [IA  IB  IC  VA./IA] 
3. NF3_2PHG &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-!  
 Input = [VA  IA   IB  IC] 
  ,	กก	*)H0ก Matlab ก	&()# H-1??&0!0
)	'ก	' /	)+&-!		&% 0.1753, 0.1458 0 0.0907 
4.3.4   *-6::	%6$ก	,6$ 
	 &%)	 H-1??&	,ก	"!"  &  3  (0
/ก	&+&P	!)!	&ก   H-1??&+&	&&%H H-1??&
0+&  1  	,ก	"!"0+)  NF1_SLG   H-1??&0+&  2  	,
ก	"!"0+)  NF2_SLG  0 H-1??&0+&  3  	,ก	"!"
0+)  NF3_SLG 
1. NF1_ SLG &	1ก"*	* ก 3 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = [VA  IA  VA./IA ] 
2. NF2_SLG &	1ก"*	* ก 3 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = A A v i V   I θ θ[ ( )]cos -  
3. NF3_ SLG &	1ก"*	* ก 4 1ก"*	* ก0& /-! 4  /-! 
 Input = [VA  IA   IB  IC] 
  ,	กก	*)H0ก Matlab ก	&()# H-1??&0!0


















4.4   
ก	,	*-!		,*)ก	&()# H-1??&  ก	,	!		,
ก	&()+	)	กก		,!-ก	A"ก	ก !"		#+  H*)
H0ก  Matlab/Simulink  	กก		,!-ก	A"ก !"		  /		 !"+&)
	กก		    #	#0	0#	#ก0	 	*)*-!	
ก	&()# H-1??&  #ก	-ก!"*) H-1??&	,!"0!
0%ก	ก!0 /-!+&#)	 H-1??&%ก	ก!0 /-!!)ก











































5.1  ก$-		 
) H-1??&+&,	0)#%!!ก	+ +. P	/ก	
+		# H-1??& ก	++	Hก	*)*-#)(+&)	#$%/ก	+
Hp/	 #)(++&*)!)?%	ก#)(+&*)ก	&()# H-1??& /
ก	0 +. P	/# H-1??& 	 &%0,),D	 H-1??&		@ก
		) 
 
5.2  8$ก	 	$ก	;ก	!-.66;	,#!*6:: 
ก	+ ก		,!-ก	A"ก	ก !"ก			&
		 100 "?D!" ?$&ก	!%ก	กH?+& 1 +& 0-85 "?D!" 0)	#)(+&
)+ก H-1??& 	@(ก!)ก	+		()	กก	&+&'!ก
'+&)	ก H-1??& #)(+&*-+%&+%, 231 *-?$?%	ก*-#)(+&
*)ก	&()ก	,#)+& 4.2.1 	,#)(+&*)*-+0!		+& 5.1 
 
!		+& 5.1 #)(+&*)*-+	 





ก !" (B-C) 
ก	"!" (B-C-G) 
ก	"!" (A-G) 
x = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 
40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 
80, 85, 90, 95, 100 
Rf = 1e-6, 5, 10, 15, 20, 




















5.2.1  8$ก	 	$ก	;ก	!-.66;	ก1	%66$ 
	#	!	 C +&)	กก		A	,*)ก	+ +. P	/
# H-1??&0!		+& 5.2 0!		+& 5.3  
   
!		+& 5.2 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??&กA&   
                    	!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 0.03 0.11 0.04 68.72 67.56 70.42 
5 3.91 3.92 3.89 65.77 64.80 67.21 
10 28.41 28.43 28.53 47.86 47.24 48.82 
15 37.04 37.08 37.11 41.53 41.05 42.36 
20 43.66 43.66 43.76 36.71 36.33 37.39 
25 48.90 48.88 49.02 32.90 32.56 33.46 
30 53.14 53.18 53.22 29.78 29.47 30.33 
35 56.66 56.68 56.75 27.22 26.95 27.70 
40 59.62 59.64 59.70 25.05 24.81 25.49 
45 62.14 62.16 62.23 23.21 22.99 23.61 
50 64.32 64.34 64.40 21.62 21.42 21.99 
55 66.23 66.19 66.33 20.24 20.06 20.56 
60 67.90 67.86 67.99 19.02 18.85 19.32 
65 69.38 69.33 69.48 17.94 17.78 18.21 
70 70.70 70.67 70.77 16.97 16.83 17.24 
75 71.87 71.87 71.96 16.10 15.96 16.36 
80 72.95 72.93 73.02 15.32 15.19 15.57 
85 73.94 73.88 74.00 14.62 14.49 14.84 
90 74.79 74.80 74.89 13.96 13.85 14.19 
95 75.62 75.59 75.68 13.37 13.26 13.58 
















!		+& 5.3 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??& 
 กA&	!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 50.01 49.90 49.90 52.66 52.56 52.57 
5 49.61 49.55 49.55 50.96 50.91 50.93 
10 51.77 51.67 51.73 39.49 39.44 39.44 
15 54.54 54.49 54.57 35.00 34.96 34.99 
20 57.44 57.36 57.46 31.40 31.36 31.37 
25 60.14 60.12 60.18 28.42 28.40 28.42 
30 62.64 62.58 62.68 25.95 25.92 25.94 
35 64.89 64.81 64.92 23.85 23.82 23.83 
40 66.91 66.81 66.95 22.04 22.01 22.02 
45 68.71 68.69 68.73 20.45 20.44 20.46 
50 70.37 70.29 70.43 19.08 19.05 19.05 
55 71.88 71.79 71.94 17.84 17.82 17.82 
60 73.26 73.22 73.31 16.72 16.71 16.71 
65 74.56 74.51 74.60 15.71 15.70 15.70 
70 75.80 75.70 75.85 14.79 14.78 14.76 
75 76.96 76.96 76.97 13.92 13.91 13.91 
80 78.13 78.03 78.20 13.11 13.10 13.08 
85 79.29 79.24 79.32 12.32 12.31 12.29 
90 80.50 80.45 80.54 11.54 11.53 11.51 
95 81.81 81.79 81.85 10.73 10.72 10.70 




















 H-1??&		@0)!		+& 5.4  
 
!		+& 5.4 '	!"/-!	# H-1??&ก	+)*-+ 
                    กA&	!" 
Distance  Desire-Trip NF1_3PH NF2_3PH NF3_3PH 
0 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 
35 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 
65 1 1 1 1 
70 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 1 1 
80 1 1 1 1 
85 1 0 1 1 
90 0 0 0 0 
95 0 0 0 0 


















  	,&%ก	0,),D +. P	/# H-1??&ก	
ก		ก 	!" 
 
!		+& 5.5 ก	+		# NF1_3PH 	,	!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 7 4 63.64 36.36 
90 10 1 90.91 9.09 
95 11 0 100.00 0.00 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.5 	!"  H-1??&0+&,$ NF1_3PH +		@(ก!) 
































































!		+& 5.6 ก	+		# NF2_3PH 	,	!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 8 3 72.73 27.27 
90 9 2 81.82 18.18 
95 10 1 90.91 9.09 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.6 	!"  H-1??&0+& NF2_3PH +		@(ก!) 







































































!		+& 5.7 ก	+		# NF3_3PH 	,	!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 9 2 81.82 18.18 
90 11 0 100.00 0.00 
95 11 0 100.00 0.00 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
	ก!		+& 5.7 	!"  H-1??&0+&	 NF3_3PH +		@(ก!) 


































































  	ก'ก		  NF1_3PH, NF2_3PH  0  NF3_3PH  		@		#&




























(+& 5.4 ก	&+&"?D!"	' /	# H-1??&               
 NF1_3PH - NF3_3PH 
 



















5.2.2 8$ก	 	$ก	;ก	!-ก1%66$ 
  	#	!	 C +&)	กก		A	,*)ก	+ +. P	/
# H-1??&0!		+& 5.8 0!		+& 5.9  
 
!		+& 5.8 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??& 
 กA&!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 46.97 46.95 0.00 59.79 59.79 
5 93.91 47.35 46.80 0.00 57.35 57.35 
10 93.83 54.35 51.68 0.00 41.72 41.72 
15 93.86 58.29 55.53 0.00 36.24 36.23 
20 93.92 61.58 59.01 0.00 32.00 32.00 
25 93.99 64.45 61.95 0.00 28.68 28.68 
30 93.93 66.96 64.64 0.00 25.97 25.97 
35 93.92 69.00 66.88 0.00 23.70 23.70 
40 93.92 70.91 68.74 0.00 21.85 21.85 
45 93.96 72.36 70.52 0.00 20.21 20.21 
50 93.92 73.84 71.92 0.00 18.83 18.83 
55 93.95 75.07 73.21 0.00 17.64 17.64 
60 93.89 76.12 74.42 0.00 16.56 16.56 
65 93.91 77.04 75.49 0.00 15.61 15.61 
70 93.90 77.93 76.43 0.00 14.79 14.79 
75 93.90 78.75 77.24 0.00 14.03 14.03 
80 93.94 79.33 78.10 0.00 13.34 13.35 
85 93.92 80.07 78.74 0.00 12.72 12.72 
90 93.91 80.70 79.35 0.00 12.16 12.17 
95 93.89 81.26 79.93 0.00 11.65 11.65 
















!		+& 5.9 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??& 
 กA&!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.01 31.62 31.62 0.00 45.61 45.61 
5 93.82 33.69 33.69 0.00 44.17 44.17 
10 93.90 47.24 47.24 0.00 34.20 34.21 
15 93.95 52.66 52.66 0.00 30.33 30.33 
20 93.93 57.07 57.07 0.00 27.15 27.15 
25 93.89 60.51 60.51 0.00 24.63 24.64 
30 93.88 63.52 63.52 0.00 22.47 22.47 
35 93.91 65.98 65.98 0.00 20.65 20.66 
40 93.90 68.24 68.24 0.00 19.05 19.05 
45 93.94 70.00 70.00 0.00 17.71 17.71 
50 93.91 71.60 71.60 0.00 16.51 16.51 
55 93.86 73.09 73.09 0.00 15.43 15.43 
60 93.90 74.33 74.33 0.00 14.47 14.47 
65 93.92 75.50 75.50 0.00 13.60 13.60 
70 93.88 76.51 76.51 0.00 12.80 12.80 
75 93.91 77.52 77.52 0.00 12.04 12.04 
80 93.91 78.45 78.45 0.00 11.34 11.33 
85 93.90 79.32 79.32 0.00 10.66 10.66 
90 93.95 80.23 80.23 0.00 9.97 9.98 
95 93.87 81.22 81.22 0.00 9.27 9.27 























!		+& 5.10 '	!"/-!	# H-1??&ก	+)*-+ 
                      กA&!" 
Distance Desire-Trip NF1_2PH NF2_2PH NF3_2PH 
0 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 
35 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 
65 1 1 1 1 
70 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 1 1 
80 1 1 1 1 
85 1 0 1 1 
90 0 0 0 0 
95 0 0 0 0 


















  	,&%ก	0,),D +. P	/# H-1??&ก	
ก		ก !" 
 
!		+& 5.11 ก	+		# H-1??& NF1_2PH 	,!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 9 2 81.82 18.18 
90 11 0 100.00 0.00 
95 11 0 100.00 0.00 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.11 !"  H-1??&0+&,$ NF1_2PH +		@(ก!) 
































































!		+& 5.12 ก	+		# NF2_2PH 	,!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 10 1 90.91 9.09 
80 9 2 81.82 18.18 
85 9 2 81.82 18.18 
90 5 6 45.45 54.55 
95 8 3 72.73 27.27 
100 8 3 72.73 27.27 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.12 !"  H-1??&0+&,$ NF2_3PH +		@(ก!) 



































































!		+& 5.13 ก	+		# NF3_2PH 	,!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 10 1 90.91 9.09 
75 10 1 90.91 9.09 
80 7 4 63.64 36.36 
85 7 4 63.64 36.36 
90 7 4 63.64 36.36 
95 7 4 63.64 36.36 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.13 !"  H-1??&0+&,$ NF3_3PH +		@(ก!) 




































































  	ก'ก		  NF1_2PH, NF2_2PH  0  NF3_2PH  		@		




























                          (+& 5.8 ก	&+&"?D!"	' /	# H-1??&                   
                                         NF1_2PH  - NF3_2PH   
 
  	ก(+& 5.8 ,D	 H-1??&  NF1_2PH, NF2_2PH  0  NF3_2PH  


















5.2.3  8$ก	 	$ก	;ก	!-ก1%6$ก	,6$ 
	#	!	 C +&)	กก		A	,*)ก	+ +. P	/
# H-1??&0!		+& 5.14 0!		+& 5.15  
 
!		+& 5.14 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??&กA&   
                      ก	"!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 99.85 0.00 0.00 2.39 65.88 70.01 
5 99.15 6.23 6.06 2.10 62.37 65.86 
10 96.36 36.29 35.16 0.94 43.33 44.95 
15 95.81 44.92 43.52 0.68 37.31 38.64 
20 95.36 51.13 49.73 0.51 32.78 33.89 
25 95.09 55.87 54.52 0.38 29.27 30.23 
30 94.87 59.67 58.32 0.28 26.44 27.30 
35 94.68 62.73 61.48 0.20 24.11 24.88 
40 94.52 65.28 64.10 0.13 22.16 22.86 
45 94.38 67.45 66.31 0.06 20.51 21.16 
50 94.30 69.32 68.19 0.00 19.09 19.69 
55 94.14 70.91 69.87 0.06 17.85 18.41 
60 94.03 72.33 71.31 0.13 16.76 17.29 
65 93.90 73.56 72.59 0.20 15.80 16.30 
70 93.79 74.65 73.73 0.28 14.96 15.43 
75 93.62 75.64 74.73 0.38 14.19 14.64 
80 93.43 76.50 75.64 0.51 13.51 13.93 
85 93.16 77.22 76.52 0.68 12.89 13.28 
90 92.79 77.91 77.21 0.94 12.34 12.72 
95 92.10 78.47 77.83 1.40 11.84 12.21 
















!		+& 5.15 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??&   
                      กA&ก	"!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 97.66 47.50 50.45 1.94 51.00 54.07 
5 97.40 49.05 47.83 1.75 48.21 52.12 
10 95.91 59.85 46.00 0.87 34.30 38.91 
15 95.48 63.54 50.01 0.64 30.04 34.05 
20 95.16 66.40 54.04 0.48 26.79 30.26 
25 94.92 68.77 57.63 0.36 24.18 27.21 
30 94.74 70.78 60.75 0.27 22.04 24.71 
35 94.58 72.53 63.44 0.19 20.23 22.62 
40 94.44 74.07 65.77 0.12 18.68 20.84 
45 94.33 75.53 67.75 0.06 17.34 19.33 
50 94.20 76.74 69.57 0.00 16.16 17.98 
55 94.10 77.83 71.20 0.06 15.10 16.79 
60 93.99 78.87 72.65 0.12 14.15 15.73 
65 93.88 79.84 73.97 0.19 13.29 14.77 
70 93.73 80.76 75.19 0.27 12.50 13.90 
75 93.61 81.66 76.32 0.36 11.77 13.10 
80 93.44 82.54 77.41 0.48 11.08 12.33 
85 93.21 83.40 78.51 0.64 10.43 11.60 
90 92.92 84.28 79.66 0.87 9.81 10.85 
95 92.48 85.29 80.88 1.24 9.23 10.07 




















 H-1??&		@0)!		+& 5.16   
 
!		+& 5.16 '	!"/-!	# H-1??&ก	+)*-+ 
                      กA&ก	"!" 
Distance Desire-Trip NF1_2PHG NF2_2PHG NF3_2PHG 
0 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 
35 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 
65 1 1 1 1 
70 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 1 1 
80 1 1 0 0 
85 1 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 0 
95 0 0 0 0 


















  	,&%ก	0,),D +. P	/# H-1??&ก	
ก		ก ก	"!" 
 
!		+& 5.17 ก	+		# NF1_2PHG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 9 2 81.82 18.18 
90 9 2 81.82 18.18 
95 10 1 90.91 9.09 
100 10 1 90.91 9.09 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.17 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+&,$ NF1_2PHG 
































































!		+& 5.18 ก	+		# NF2_2PHG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 10 1 90.91 9.09 
90 9 2 81.82 18.18 
95 11 0 100.00 0.00 
100 11 0 100.00 0.00 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.18 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+& NF2_2PHG 



































































!		+& 5.19 ก	+		# NF3_2PHG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11 0 100.00 0.00 
5 11 0 100.00 0.00 
10 11 0 100.00 0.00 
15 11 0 100.00 0.00 
20 11 0 100.00 0.00 
25 11 0 100.00 0.00 
30 11 0 100.00 0.00 
35 11 0 100.00 0.00 
40 11 0 100.00 0.00 
45 11 0 100.00 0.00 
50 11 0 100.00 0.00 
55 11 0 100.00 0.00 
60 11 0 100.00 0.00 
65 11 0 100.00 0.00 
70 11 0 100.00 0.00 
75 11 0 100.00 0.00 
80 11 0 100.00 0.00 
85 11 0 100.00 0.00 
90 10 1 90.91 9.09 
95 10 1 90.91 9.09 
100 11 0 100.00 0.00 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.19 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+&	 NF3_2PHG 




































































  	ก'ก		ก	ก		กA&ก	ก ก	"!"  
 H-1??& NF1_2PHG, NF2_2PHG  0  NF3_2PHG  		@		#&ก	




























(+& 5.12 ก	&+&"?D!"	' /	# H-1??&                   
       NF1_2PHG - NF3_2PHG   
 
  	ก(+& 5.12 ,D	 H-1??& NF1_2PHG, NF2_2PHG  0  

















5.2.4  8$ก	 	$ก	;ก	!-ก1%6$ก	,6$ 
	#	!	 C +&)	กก		A	,*)ก	+ +. P	/
# H-1??&0!		+& 5.20 0!		+& 5.21  
 
!		+& 5.20 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??&  
                       กA&ก	"!"  Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 47.95 98.66 92.88 52.51 2.01 2.01 
5 47.10 98.25 93.20 49.43 1.87 1.87 
10 54.47 96.36 93.90 31.79 1.07 1.07 
15 59.78 95.82 93.93 26.46 0.82 0.82 
20 64.13 95.41 93.98 22.64 0.63 0.63 
25 67.54 95.13 94.00 19.79 0.48 0.48 
30 70.33 94.87 94.02 17.58 0.36 0.36 
35 72.57 94.75 93.95 15.81 0.26 0.26 
40 74.46 94.58 93.95 14.38 0.17 0.17 
45 76.03 94.41 93.79 13.19 0.08 0.08 
50 77.37 94.30 93.93 12.20 0.00 0.00 
55 78.55 94.23 93.91 11.34 0.08 0.08 
60 79.57 94.03 93.95 10.62 0.17 0.17 
65 80.45 93.91 93.90 9.99 0.26 0.26 
70 81.22 93.88 93.77 9.44 0.36 0.36 
75 81.93 93.71 93.72 8.97 0.48 0.48 
80 82.57 93.48 93.68 8.56 0.63 0.63 
85 83.19 93.21 93.69 8.21 0.82 0.82 
90 83.82 92.84 93.79 7.92 1.07 1.07 
95 84.53 92.42 93.80 7.67 1.43 1.43 
















!		+& 5.21 'ก		A	#*-+	, H-1??&  
                      กA&ก	"!"  Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 69.77 97.36 92.20 38.20 1.46 1.46 
5 68.55 97.31 92.43 36.65 1.39 1.39 
10 66.99 96.10 93.27 26.48 0.89 0.89 
15 68.81 95.68 93.56 22.75 0.70 0.70 
20 70.87 95.36 93.64 19.88 0.55 0.55 
25 72.86 95.12 93.70 17.62 0.43 0.43 
30 74.63 94.91 93.74 15.80 0.33 0.33 
35 76.20 94.74 93.71 14.31 0.24 0.24 
40 77.62 94.52 93.85 13.09 0.15 0.15 
45 78.83 94.43 93.82 12.03 0.08 0.08 
50 79.94 94.31 93.81 11.13 0.00 0.00 
55 80.94 94.13 93.87 10.35 0.08 0.08 
60 81.86 93.98 93.88 9.66 0.15 0.15 
65 82.70 93.87 93.93 9.05 0.24 0.24 
70 83.49 93.73 93.93 8.50 0.33 0.33 
75 84.25 93.57 93.93 8.00 0.43 0.43 
80 84.98 93.46 93.81 7.52 0.55 0.55 
85 85.85 93.16 94.00 7.06 0.70 0.70 
90 86.75 92.97 94.00 6.59 0.89 0.89 
95 87.87 92.54 94.25 6.07 1.13 1.13 





















 H-1??&		@0)!		+& 5.22 
 
!		+& 5.22 '	!"/-!	# H-1??&ก	+)*-+ 
                      กA&ก	"!" 
Distance Desire-Trip NF1_SLG NF2_ SLG NF3_SLG 
0 1 1 1 1 
5 1 1 1 1 
10 1 1 1 1 
15 1 1 1 1 
20 1 1 1 1 
25 1 1 1 1 
30 1 1 1 1 
35 1 1 1 1 
40 1 1 1 1 
45 1 1 1 1 
50 1 1 1 1 
55 1 1 1 1 
60 1 1 1 1 
65 1 1 1 1 
70 1 1 1 1 
75 1 1 0 1 
80 1 1 0 1 
85 1 0 0 1 
90 0 0 0 0 
95 0 0 0 0 

















  	,&%ก	0,),D +. P	/# H-1??&ก	
ก		ก ก	"!" 
 
!		+& 5.23 ก	+		# NF1_SLG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
5 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
10 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
15 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
20 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
25 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
30 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
35 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
40 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
45 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
50 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
55 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
60 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
65 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
70 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
75 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
80 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
85 9.00 2.00 81.82 18.18 
90 3.00 8.00 27.27 72.73 
95 6.00 5.00 54.55 45.45 
100 7.00 4.00 63.64 36.36 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.23 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+&	 NF1_SLG 

































































!		+& 5.24 ก	+		# NF2_SLG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
5 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
10 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
15 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
20 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
25 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
30 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
35 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
40 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
45 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
50 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
55 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
60 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
65 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
70 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
75 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
80 8.00 3.00 72.73 27.27 
85 5.00 6.00 45.45 54.55 
90 5.00 6.00 45.45 54.55 
95 5.00 6.00 45.45 54.55 
100 7.00 4.00 63.64 36.36 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.24 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+&	 NF2_SLG +		)





































































!		+& 5.25 ก	+		# NF3_SLG 	,ก	"!" 
'ก	+		 (	!	) 'ก	+		 ("?D!") +	 
("?D!") @(ก!)  ' /	  @(ก!) ' /	 
0 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
5 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
10 10.00 1.00 90.91 9.09 
15 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
20 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
25 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
30 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
35 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
40 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
45 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
50 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
55 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
60 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
65 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
70 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
75 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
80 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
85 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
90 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
95 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
100 11.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 
 
  	ก!		+& 5.25 ก	"!"  H-1??&0+&	 NF3_SLG +		)






































































  	ก'ก		  NF1_SLG, NF2_SLG  0  NF3_SLG  		@		#&




























(+& 5.16 ก	&+&"?D!"	' /	# H-1??&                 
                                            NF1_SLG - NF3_SLG   
 
  	ก(+& 5.16 ,D)	 H-1??&  NF1_SLG, NF2_ SLG  0       


















5.3     
ก	+ +. P	/ก	+		# H-1??&	& +. P	//&ก	+&
++	Hก	*)*-#)(+&)	#$%	/ก	+Hp/	  #)(++&*)!)
?%	ก#)(+&*)ก	&()# H-1??&  	กก		 H-1??&0!0
&"?D!"	' /	+&!	  C  0!ก!	ก	กก+&R	#)(+&*)ก	&()
&ก  	กก	+ H-1??&		@+	ก	ก		)&% 
- ก	ก		กA&ก 	!"  	!" H-1??&0+&,$  
NF1_3PH +		@(ก!)  97.40  "?D!"  	!" H-1??&0+&  NF2_3PH  
+		@(ก!)  96.97  "?D!"  0	!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_3PH  +		
@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!"  
- ก	ก		กA&ก !" !" H-1??&0+&,$  
NF1_2PH  +		@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!" !" H-1??&0+&  NF2_2PH  
+		@(ก!)  92.64  "?D!"  0!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_2PH   +		
@(ก!)  91.77  "?D!" 
- ก	ก		กA&ก ก	"!"  ก	"!" 
 H-1??&0+&,$  NF1_2PHG  +		@(ก!) 97.40  "?D!" ก	"!"
 H-1??&0+&  NF2_2PHG  +		@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!"  0ก	"
!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_2PHG  +		@(ก!)  99.13  "?D!" 
- ก	ก		กA&ก ก	"!" ก	"!" H-1??&
0+&,$  NF1_SLG  +		@(ก!)  91.34  "?D!" ก	"!" H-1??&0+&  
NF2_SLG  +		@(ก!)  83.12  "?D!" 0ก	"!" H-1??&0+&	  
































- ก	ก		กA&ก 	!"  	!" H-1??&0+&,$ 
NF1_3PH  & /-!  Input  =  [VA  IA   VA./IA]  +		@(ก!)  97.40  "?D!"  	!"
 H-1??&0+&  NF2_3PH  & /-!  Input  =  [VA  VB  VC  VA./IA]  +		@(ก!)ก	
ก		  96.97  "?D!"  	!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_3PH  & /-! 
Input  =  [VA  IA  IB  IC]  +		@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!" 
- ก	ก		กA&ก !"  !" H-1??&0+&,$  
NF1_2PH  & /-!  Input  =  [VB   IB   VB./IB]  +		@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!"  !"
 H-1??&0+&  NF2_2PH  & /-!  Input  =  [IA  IB  IC  VA./IA]  +		@(ก!)ก	
ก		  92.64  "?D!"  0!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_2PH   
& /-!Input  =  [VA  IA   IB  IC ]  +		@(ก!)  91.77  "?D!" 
- ก	ก		กA&ก ก	"!"  ก	"!" H-1??&
0+&,$  NF1_2PHG  & /-!  Input  =  [VA  VB  VC  VA./IA]  +		@(ก!)  97.40  "?D!"
ก	"!" H-1??&0+&  NF2_2PHG  & /-!  Input  =  [IA  IB  IC  VA./IA] 
+		@(ก!)  98.70  "?D!"  0ก	"!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_2PHG  
& /-!Input  =  [VA  IA  IB  IC]  +		@(ก!)  99.13  "?D!" 
- ก	ก		กA&ก ก	"!"  ก	"!" H-1??&
0+&,$  NF1_SLG  & /-!  Input  =  [VA  IA  VA./IA]  +		@(ก!)  91.34  "?D!"  
ก	"!" H-1??&0+&  NF2_SLG   /-!  Input  =  [VA  IA  v iθ(θcos - ]  
+		@(ก!)  83.12  "?D!"  0ก	"!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_SLG 


















- ก	ก		กA&ก 	!"กH(	!"   H-1??&
0+&	  NF3_3PH  ก	ก		กA&ก !"กH(!" 
 H-1??&0+&,$  NF1_2PH  ก	ก		กA&ก ก	"!"ก
H(ก	"!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_2PHG  0ก	ก		
กA&ก ก	"!"กH(ก	"!" H-1??&0+&	  NF3_SLHG   
 
6.2  #%2 
 H-1??&&			@ก	! !"+&ก #$%)& 0!กD		@
ก	)(A"  			@, +. P	/# H-1??&#$%(ก
R	#)(+&*)	,ก	&()	&@)	ก)/&  กA&+&&R	#)(	ก
0&กBA%+	,) H-1??&+		& +. P	// 	ก#$% 0!@)	*)
R	#)(+&&		กก กD	+	,)*)	ก	&()# H-1??&,)/ 
		#$%   H-1??&*))p/		,กA&+& H-1??&)&()+	%  
		@	*)ก	,กA&)H+&!)&(),)  ,			 H-1??&
,$*))ก	)	ก0,#$%กก	&()  %!)ก		 H-1??&
ก		ก	&ก,$  !)+	ก	&(),+%,  ),!-'&%
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!		+& ก.1 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 24.11 24.25 24.11 63.58 63.51 63.74 
5 24.50 24.50 24.57 61.05 61.00 61.29 
10 36.19 36.22 36.26 45.14 45.10 45.38 
15 42.60 42.65 42.68 39.42 39.37 39.64 
20 47.96 47.98 48.02 34.97 34.93 35.17 
25 52.37 52.42 52.45 31.43 31.37 31.61 
30 56.07 56.06 56.18 28.54 28.48 28.66 
35 59.20 59.18 59.30 26.12 26.06 26.23 
40 61.87 61.84 61.98 24.07 24.02 24.17 
45 64.18 64.15 64.28 22.31 22.27 22.41 
50 66.20 66.17 66.29 20.78 20.75 20.88 
55 67.97 67.99 68.03 19.44 19.41 19.54 
60 69.56 69.56 69.61 18.26 18.23 18.35 
65 70.99 70.93 71.09 17.22 17.19 17.27 
70 72.28 72.22 72.38 16.27 16.24 16.31 
75 73.47 73.40 73.56 15.41 15.39 15.44 
80 74.57 74.53 74.64 14.61 14.60 14.64 
85 75.60 75.55 75.69 13.89 13.87 13.90 
90 76.61 76.55 76.67 13.20 13.19 13.20 
95 77.60 77.57 77.66 12.55 12.55 12.53 





















!		+& ก.2 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 60.85 60.75 60.76 45.76 45.70 45.73 
5 60.35 60.30 60.31 44.51 44.48 44.50 
10 60.12 60.11 60.12 35.53 35.53 35.55 
15 61.61 61.47 61.58 31.87 31.82 31.82 
20 63.33 63.32 63.34 28.78 28.77 28.79 
25 65.24 65.09 65.24 26.25 26.20 26.20 
30 67.00 67.00 67.02 24.03 24.03 24.04 
35 68.74 68.69 68.77 22.16 22.15 22.15 
40 70.36 70.29 70.39 20.53 20.51 20.51 
45 71.88 71.78 71.91 19.09 19.06 19.06 
50 73.29 73.20 73.32 17.80 17.78 17.77 
55 74.60 74.52 74.64 16.64 16.62 16.62 
60 75.85 75.76 75.92 15.59 15.56 15.56 
65 77.06 76.94 77.11 14.62 14.60 14.59 
70 78.20 78.14 78.24 13.71 13.69 13.69 
75 79.35 79.25 79.41 12.86 12.84 12.83 
80 80.49 80.43 80.53 12.03 12.01 12.00 
85 81.67 81.58 81.74 11.22 11.20 11.19 
90 82.93 82.81 83.00 10.40 10.37 10.36 
95 84.28 84.24 84.30 9.52 9.51 9.50 





















!		+& ก.3 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 12 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 75.44 75.41 75.43 33.10 33.10 33.11 
5 75.11 74.98 75.07 32.48 32.43 32.47 
10 73.55 73.44 73.54 27.38 27.34 27.37 
15 73.66 73.54 73.66 25.06 25.02 25.04 
20 74.12 74.07 74.13 23.02 23.00 23.02 
25 74.85 74.78 74.83 21.24 21.22 21.22 
30 75.65 75.64 75.67 19.65 19.64 19.65 
35 76.59 76.48 76.60 18.25 18.23 18.23 
40 77.52 77.40 77.55 16.99 16.96 16.96 
45 78.47 78.35 78.47 15.83 15.81 15.81 
50 79.41 79.29 79.42 14.78 14.76 14.76 
55 80.33 80.22 80.38 13.81 13.78 13.78 
60 81.26 81.18 81.29 12.89 12.87 12.87 
65 82.21 82.08 82.24 12.04 12.01 12.01 
70 83.12 83.07 83.15 11.21 11.19 11.19 
75 84.09 83.98 84.15 10.41 10.39 10.39 
80 85.08 84.96 85.13 9.62 9.60 9.60 
85 86.09 85.99 86.15 8.82 8.80 8.80 
90 87.16 87.11 87.18 8.00 7.99 7.99 
95 88.30 88.21 88.36 7.14 7.12 7.12 





















!		+& ก.4 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 17 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 82.02 81.83 81.97 25.40 25.35 25.39 
5 81.72 81.62 81.71 24.99 24.97 24.99 
10 80.45 80.27 80.42 21.73 21.68 21.72 
15 80.27 80.17 80.27 20.14 20.12 20.14 
20 80.40 80.27 80.40 18.71 18.68 18.70 
25 80.69 80.58 80.71 17.41 17.38 17.40 
30 81.12 81.03 81.13 16.22 16.20 16.21 
35 81.65 81.54 81.67 15.13 15.11 15.12 
40 82.20 82.19 82.22 14.12 14.11 14.12 
45 82.82 82.82 82.84 13.19 13.18 13.19 
50 83.48 83.44 83.52 12.32 12.31 12.32 
55 84.17 84.12 84.19 11.50 11.49 11.50 
60 84.86 84.81 84.90 10.72 10.71 10.71 
65 85.57 85.52 85.62 9.97 9.96 9.96 
70 86.34 86.24 86.34 9.24 9.23 9.23 
75 87.07 87.04 87.08 8.52 8.52 8.52 
80 87.84 87.80 87.87 7.81 7.80 7.80 
85 88.66 88.56 88.69 7.09 7.08 7.08 
90 89.48 89.43 89.47 6.35 6.34 6.34 
95 90.34 90.26 90.35 5.58 5.56 5.56 





















!		+& ก.5 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 22 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 85.37 85.31 85.37 20.43 20.42 20.44 
5 85.21 85.11 85.21 20.16 20.14 20.16 
10 84.22 84.18 84.21 17.82 17.81 17.82 
15 84.07 83.95 84.08 16.66 16.64 16.66 
20 84.07 83.97 84.11 15.58 15.55 15.58 
25 84.26 84.11 84.26 14.58 14.55 14.57 
30 84.52 84.38 84.51 13.64 13.62 13.63 
35 84.86 84.70 84.87 12.78 12.75 12.76 
40 85.25 85.14 85.25 11.95 11.93 11.94 
45 85.69 85.57 85.72 11.18 11.16 11.17 
50 86.15 86.07 86.21 10.45 10.43 10.44 
55 86.65 86.65 86.65 9.74 9.74 9.74 
60 87.20 87.15 87.21 9.07 9.06 9.06 
65 87.77 87.68 87.78 8.42 8.40 8.41 
70 88.34 88.23 88.38 7.78 7.76 7.77 
75 88.91 88.89 88.91 7.14 7.13 7.13 
80 89.53 89.41 89.60 6.51 6.49 6.50 
85 90.14 90.06 90.20 5.86 5.85 5.86 
90 90.78 90.67 90.86 5.21 5.20 5.20 
95 91.42 91.33 91.49 4.53 4.52 4.53 





















!		+& ก.6 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 27 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 87.36 87.37 87.36 17.04 17.04 17.04 
5 87.25 87.24 87.24 16.83 16.83 16.83 
10 86.55 86.46 86.57 15.04 15.03 15.05 
15 86.39 86.33 86.42 14.13 14.12 14.13 
20 86.40 86.29 86.43 13.27 13.26 13.27 
25 86.50 86.38 86.53 12.46 12.44 12.46 
30 86.67 86.59 86.68 11.70 11.69 11.70 
35 86.92 86.79 86.97 10.98 10.96 10.98 
40 87.21 87.10 87.26 10.29 10.27 10.29 
45 87.53 87.50 87.56 9.63 9.62 9.63 
50 87.92 87.81 87.97 9.01 8.99 9.00 
55 88.32 88.22 88.36 8.40 8.39 8.39 
60 88.74 88.66 88.77 7.81 7.80 7.81 
65 89.18 89.07 89.24 7.24 7.22 7.23 
70 89.63 89.53 89.71 6.67 6.66 6.66 
75 90.11 90.02 90.15 6.11 6.10 6.10 
80 90.58 90.55 90.59 5.54 5.54 5.54 
85 91.07 91.03 91.11 4.97 4.97 4.97 
90 91.57 91.52 91.61 4.40 4.39 4.39 
95 92.07 91.95 92.16 3.81 3.80 3.80 





















!		+& ก.7 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 32 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 88.69 88.61 88.68 14.59 14.59 14.60 
5 88.71 88.47 88.69 14.44 14.41 14.44 
10 88.11 87.99 88.12 13.00 12.98 12.99 
15 87.96 87.83 88.01 12.24 12.22 12.24 
20 88.00 87.81 88.01 11.54 11.51 11.53 
25 88.02 87.88 88.07 10.86 10.84 10.86 
30 88.13 88.08 88.16 10.21 10.20 10.21 
35 88.33 88.23 88.38 9.59 9.58 9.59 
40 88.56 88.48 88.59 9.00 8.99 9.00 
45 88.85 88.73 88.86 8.44 8.42 8.43 
50 89.14 89.06 89.14 7.89 7.88 7.88 
55 89.44 89.37 89.48 7.35 7.34 7.35 
60 89.78 89.72 89.82 6.83 6.83 6.83 
65 90.15 90.08 90.18 6.32 6.32 6.32 
70 90.52 90.44 90.56 5.82 5.81 5.82 
75 90.90 90.82 90.95 5.32 5.31 5.31 
80 91.29 91.20 91.36 4.81 4.81 4.81 
85 91.69 91.60 91.76 4.31 4.30 4.31 
90 92.09 91.98 92.17 3.80 3.79 3.79 
95 92.48 92.39 92.56 3.27 3.26 3.27 





















!		+& ก.8 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 37 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 89.59 89.45 89.66 12.75 12.73 12.76 
5 89.48 89.46 89.54 12.61 12.60 12.62 
10 89.10 89.05 89.14 11.40 11.40 11.41 
15 89.03 88.96 89.04 10.78 10.77 10.78 
20 89.03 88.90 89.07 10.18 10.16 10.18 
25 89.09 88.95 89.13 9.60 9.58 9.60 
30 89.19 89.08 89.22 9.04 9.03 9.04 
35 89.34 89.29 89.33 8.50 8.50 8.50 
40 89.52 89.42 89.59 7.99 7.97 7.99 
45 89.72 89.73 89.73 7.48 7.48 7.48 
50 89.97 89.96 89.99 7.00 7.00 7.00 
55 90.25 90.16 90.31 6.53 6.52 6.53 
60 90.53 90.47 90.58 6.06 6.05 6.06 
65 90.83 90.76 90.88 5.60 5.60 5.60 
70 91.14 91.06 91.19 5.15 5.14 5.15 
75 91.46 91.37 91.52 4.70 4.69 4.70 
80 91.78 91.69 91.86 4.25 4.24 4.25 
85 92.11 92.01 92.19 3.79 3.79 3.79 
90 92.43 92.35 92.52 3.33 3.33 3.33 
95 92.76 92.66 92.84 2.87 2.86 2.86 





















!		+& ก.9 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 42 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.24 90.16 90.23 11.31 11.31 11.31 
5 90.18 90.13 90.18 11.19 11.19 11.20 
10 89.85 89.82 89.89 10.16 10.16 10.17 
15 89.81 89.76 89.80 9.62 9.61 9.62 
20 89.80 89.77 89.80 9.09 9.09 9.09 
25 89.86 89.75 89.90 8.59 8.58 8.59 
30 89.93 89.91 89.95 8.10 8.09 8.10 
35 90.07 89.98 90.12 7.63 7.62 7.63 
40 90.22 90.19 90.24 7.17 7.16 7.17 
45 90.42 90.33 90.46 6.72 6.71 6.72 
50 90.62 90.53 90.67 6.29 6.28 6.29 
55 90.84 90.77 90.89 5.86 5.85 5.86 
60 91.08 91.00 91.14 5.44 5.43 5.44 
65 91.33 91.26 91.38 5.03 5.02 5.03 
70 91.60 91.51 91.66 4.62 4.61 4.62 
75 91.87 91.81 91.90 4.21 4.20 4.20 
80 92.14 92.04 92.22 3.80 3.79 3.80 
85 92.41 92.31 92.50 3.39 3.38 3.38 
90 92.69 92.59 92.77 2.97 2.96 2.97 
95 92.97 92.86 93.05 2.55 2.54 2.55 





















!		+& ก.10 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&	!" Rf = 47 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.74 90.59 90.78 10.17 10.15 10.17 
5 90.66 90.56 90.77 10.06 10.05 10.07 
10 90.44 90.31 90.51 9.16 9.15 9.17 
15 90.39 90.34 90.40 8.68 8.67 8.68 
20 90.41 90.27 90.45 8.22 8.20 8.22 
25 90.43 90.36 90.48 7.77 7.76 7.77 
30 90.50 90.48 90.52 7.33 7.33 7.33 
35 90.62 90.57 90.65 6.91 6.90 6.91 
40 90.76 90.71 90.79 6.49 6.49 6.49 
45 90.92 90.84 90.98 6.09 6.08 6.09 
50 91.10 90.99 91.18 5.70 5.69 5.70 
55 91.28 91.20 91.36 5.31 5.30 5.31 
60 91.50 91.42 91.56 4.93 4.92 4.93 
65 91.71 91.62 91.79 4.55 4.55 4.55 
70 91.93 91.84 92.02 4.18 4.17 4.18 
75 92.16 92.07 92.26 3.80 3.80 3.80 
80 92.39 92.31 92.50 3.43 3.42 3.43 
85 92.63 92.53 92.74 3.06 3.05 3.06 
90 92.87 92.78 92.96 2.68 2.67 2.68 
95 93.10 93.04 93.18 2.29 2.29 2.29 





















!		+& ก.11 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.68 29.25 29.25 0.00 55.17 55.18 
5 93.92 30.91 30.91 0.00 53.02 53.02 
10 93.90 45.55 45.55 0.00 39.22 39.23 
15 93.85 51.34 51.34 0.00 34.25 34.25 
20 93.86 56.00 56.00 0.00 30.42 30.41 
25 93.93 59.73 59.73 0.00 27.30 27.30 
30 93.92 62.77 62.77 0.00 24.78 24.78 
35 93.95 65.27 65.27 0.00 22.69 22.69 
40 93.91 67.49 67.49 0.00 20.90 20.90 
45 93.92 69.43 69.43 0.00 19.37 19.37 
50 93.92 71.02 71.02 0.00 18.04 18.04 
55 93.92 72.41 72.41 0.00 16.89 16.88 
60 93.90 73.74 73.74 0.00 15.84 15.84 
65 93.85 74.73 74.73 0.00 14.95 14.95 
70 93.91 75.77 75.77 0.00 14.11 14.11 
75 93.89 76.75 76.75 0.00 13.34 13.34 
80 93.93 77.43 77.43 0.00 12.69 12.68 
85 93.86 78.28 78.28 0.00 12.02 12.02 
90 93.91 78.99 78.99 0.00 11.42 11.43 
95 93.88 79.51 79.51 0.00 10.87 10.86 





















!		+& ก.12 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 41.49 41.49 0.00 39.57 39.57 
5 93.91 42.64 42.64 0.00 38.50 38.50 
10 93.90 51.98 51.98 0.00 30.74 30.74 
15 93.89 56.22 56.22 0.00 27.55 27.55 
20 93.90 59.82 59.82 0.00 24.90 24.90 
25 93.89 62.84 62.84 0.00 22.69 22.69 
30 93.87 65.47 65.47 0.00 20.79 20.79 
35 93.93 67.66 67.66 0.00 19.18 19.18 
40 93.88 69.58 69.58 0.00 17.77 17.77 
45 93.97 71.31 71.31 0.00 16.52 16.52 
50 93.88 72.92 72.92 0.00 15.38 15.38 
55 93.89 74.25 74.25 0.00 14.39 14.39 
60 93.88 75.43 75.43 0.00 13.49 13.49 
65 93.88 76.62 76.62 0.00 12.64 12.64 
70 93.93 77.74 77.74 0.00 11.85 11.85 
75 93.87 78.77 78.77 0.00 11.10 11.10 
80 93.89 79.77 79.77 0.00 10.39 10.39 
85 93.93 80.73 80.73 0.00 9.69 9.69 
90 93.89 81.77 81.77 0.00 8.97 8.97 
95 93.89 82.87 82.87 0.00 8.22 8.22 





















!		+& ก.13 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 12 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.96 59.53 59.53 0.01 28.64 28.64 
5 93.91 60.03 60.03 0.00 28.14 28.13 
10 93.90 63.52 63.52 0.00 23.70 23.70 
15 93.90 65.64 65.64 0.00 21.68 21.68 
20 93.89 67.68 67.68 0.01 19.92 19.92 
25 93.90 69.46 69.46 0.00 18.40 18.40 
30 93.90 71.16 71.16 0.00 17.02 17.02 
35 93.91 72.72 72.72 0.01 15.80 15.82 
40 93.90 74.21 74.21 0.00 14.68 14.68 
45 93.85 75.56 75.56 0.00 13.69 13.69 
50 93.89 76.78 76.78 0.00 12.77 12.77 
55 93.88 77.92 77.92 0.00 11.93 11.93 
60 93.88 78.92 78.92 0.00 11.15 11.15 
65 93.90 80.00 80.00 0.00 10.40 10.40 
70 93.94 80.95 80.95 0.00 9.69 9.69 
75 93.85 81.94 81.94 0.00 9.01 9.01 
80 93.89 82.94 82.94 0.00 8.32 8.32 
85 93.86 83.96 83.96 0.00 7.63 7.63 
90 93.90 85.11 85.11 0.00 6.91 6.91 
95 93.92 86.22 86.22 0.00 6.16 6.16 





















!		+& ก.14 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 17 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.85 69.30 69.30 0.00 22.00 22.00 
5 93.92 69.54 69.54 0.00 21.64 21.64 
10 93.92 71.28 71.28 0.00 18.79 18.79 
15 93.95 72.46 72.46 0.00 17.42 17.42 
20 93.90 73.73 73.73 0.00 16.18 16.18 
25 93.88 74.84 74.84 0.00 15.07 15.07 
30 93.87 76.02 76.02 0.00 14.03 14.03 
35 93.88 77.13 77.13 0.00 13.09 13.09 
40 93.92 78.16 78.16 0.00 12.22 12.22 
45 93.90 79.21 79.21 0.00 11.41 11.41 
50 93.90 80.18 80.18 0.00 10.65 10.65 
55 93.91 81.03 81.03 0.00 9.95 9.95 
60 93.91 82.01 82.01 0.00 9.27 9.27 
65 93.92 82.78 82.78 0.00 8.63 8.63 
70 93.91 83.74 83.74 0.00 7.99 7.99 
75 93.88 84.67 84.67 0.00 7.37 7.37 
80 93.88 85.42 85.42 0.00 6.76 6.76 
85 93.93 86.38 86.38 0.00 6.12 6.12 
90 93.88 87.29 87.29 0.00 5.49 5.49 
95 93.90 88.26 88.26 0.01 4.82 4.82 





















!		+& ก.15 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 22 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.91 75.10 75.10 0.00 17.69 17.69 
5 93.93 75.07 75.07 0.00 17.45 17.45 
10 93.87 76.32 76.32 0.00 15.42 15.42 
15 93.90 77.07 77.07 0.00 14.41 14.41 
20 93.93 77.89 77.89 0.00 13.47 13.47 
25 93.90 78.69 78.69 0.00 12.61 12.61 
30 93.90 79.53 79.53 0.00 11.80 11.80 
35 93.91 80.32 80.32 0.00 11.05 11.05 
40 93.89 81.20 81.20 0.00 10.33 10.33 
45 93.91 81.88 81.88 0.00 9.68 9.68 
50 93.91 82.75 82.75 0.00 9.03 9.03 
55 93.89 83.53 83.53 0.00 8.42 8.42 
60 93.89 84.19 84.19 0.00 7.85 7.85 
65 93.89 84.95 84.95 0.00 7.28 7.28 
70 93.89 85.77 85.77 0.00 6.72 6.72 
75 93.89 86.51 86.51 0.00 6.17 6.17 
80 93.89 87.28 87.28 0.00 5.62 5.62 
85 93.91 88.01 88.01 0.00 5.07 5.07 
90 93.91 88.73 88.73 0.00 4.50 4.50 
95 93.85 89.51 89.51 0.00 3.92 3.92 





















!		+& ก.16 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 27 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 78.72 78.72 0.00 14.75 14.75 
5 93.93 78.78 78.78 0.00 14.57 14.57 
10 93.89 79.60 79.60 0.00 13.02 13.02 
15 93.92 80.18 80.18 0.00 12.23 12.23 
20 93.88 80.81 80.81 0.00 11.48 11.48 
25 93.88 81.36 81.36 0.00 10.79 10.79 
30 93.92 82.02 82.02 0.00 10.12 10.12 
35 93.89 82.73 82.73 0.00 9.49 9.49 
40 93.93 83.30 83.30 0.00 8.90 8.90 
45 93.88 84.04 84.04 0.00 8.33 8.33 
50 93.93 84.60 84.60 0.00 7.79 7.79 
55 93.89 85.30 85.30 0.00 7.26 7.26 
60 93.91 85.87 85.87 0.00 6.76 6.76 
65 93.88 86.58 86.58 0.00 6.26 6.26 
70 93.91 87.21 87.21 0.00 5.76 5.76 
75 93.90 87.85 87.85 0.00 5.28 5.28 
80 93.90 88.49 88.49 0.00 4.79 4.79 
85 93.87 89.09 89.09 0.00 4.30 4.30 
90 93.88 89.76 89.76 0.00 3.80 3.80 
95 93.91 90.41 90.41 0.00 3.29 3.29 





















!		+& ก.17 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 32 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 81.22 81.22 0.00 12.63 12.63 
5 93.89 81.24 81.24 0.00 12.49 12.49 
10 93.88 81.98 81.98 0.00 11.24 11.24 
15 93.89 82.32 82.32 0.00 10.60 10.60 
20 93.93 82.84 82.84 0.00 9.97 9.97 
25 93.91 83.30 83.30 0.00 9.40 9.40 
30 93.88 83.86 83.86 0.00 8.84 8.84 
35 93.88 84.45 84.45 0.00 8.30 8.30 
40 93.94 84.95 84.95 0.00 7.79 7.79 
45 93.90 85.57 85.57 0.00 7.29 7.29 
50 93.92 86.04 86.04 0.00 6.82 6.82 
55 93.88 86.60 86.60 0.00 6.36 6.36 
60 93.89 87.16 87.16 0.00 5.91 5.91 
65 93.93 87.61 87.61 0.00 5.47 5.47 
70 93.90 88.27 88.27 0.00 5.03 5.03 
75 93.88 88.80 88.80 0.00 4.60 4.60 
80 93.86 89.38 89.38 0.00 4.16 4.16 
85 93.88 89.94 89.94 0.00 3.72 3.72 
90 93.89 90.49 90.49 0.00 3.28 3.28 
95 93.87 91.06 91.06 0.00 2.83 2.83 





















!		+& ก.18 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 37 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.82 82.99 82.99 0.00 11.05 11.05 
5 93.89 83.06 83.06 0.00 10.92 10.92 
10 93.90 83.58 83.58 0.00 9.88 9.88 
15 93.92 83.95 83.95 0.00 9.33 9.33 
20 93.90 84.39 84.39 0.00 8.81 8.81 
25 93.94 84.82 84.82 0.00 8.30 8.30 
30 93.90 85.21 85.21 0.00 7.83 7.83 
35 93.89 85.78 85.78 0.00 7.36 7.36 
40 93.92 86.13 86.13 0.00 6.91 6.91 
45 93.91 86.70 86.70 0.00 6.47 6.47 
50 93.88 87.17 87.17 0.00 6.06 6.06 
55 93.91 87.54 87.54 0.00 5.65 5.65 
60 93.89 88.11 88.11 0.00 5.24 5.24 
65 93.90 88.56 88.56 0.00 4.85 4.85 
70 93.91 89.07 89.07 0.00 4.45 4.45 
75 93.94 89.52 89.52 0.00 4.06 4.06 
80 93.90 90.02 90.02 0.00 3.67 3.67 
85 93.90 90.50 90.50 0.00 3.28 3.28 
90 93.92 90.90 90.90 0.00 2.88 2.88 
95 93.87 91.39 91.39 0.00 2.48 2.48 





















!		+& ก.19 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 42 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.92 84.32 84.32 0.00 9.80 9.80 
5 93.89 84.37 84.37 0.00 9.70 9.70 
10 93.89 84.87 84.87 0.00 8.80 8.80 
15 93.90 85.28 85.28 0.00 8.32 8.32 
20 93.88 85.65 85.65 0.00 7.87 7.87 
25 93.93 85.91 85.91 0.00 7.43 7.43 
30 93.89 86.39 86.39 0.00 7.01 7.01 
35 93.91 86.76 86.76 0.00 6.60 6.60 
40 93.89 87.17 87.17 0.00 6.20 6.20 
45 93.90 87.54 87.54 0.00 5.82 5.82 
50 93.90 88.00 88.00 0.00 5.44 5.44 
55 93.90 88.34 88.34 0.00 5.07 5.07 
60 93.92 88.75 88.75 0.00 4.71 4.71 
65 93.90 89.26 89.26 0.00 4.35 4.35 
70 93.90 89.64 89.64 0.00 3.99 3.99 
75 93.90 90.11 90.11 0.00 3.64 3.64 
80 93.89 90.43 90.43 0.00 3.29 3.29 
85 93.89 90.98 90.98 0.00 2.93 2.93 
90 93.86 91.34 91.34 0.00 2.57 2.57 
95 93.87 91.75 91.75 0.00 2.20 2.20 





















!		+& ก.20 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&!" Rf = 47 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 85.44 85.44 0.00 8.81 8.81 
5 93.92 85.46 85.46 0.00 8.71 8.71 
10 93.87 85.88 85.88 0.00 7.94 7.94 
15 93.87 86.28 86.28 0.00 7.52 7.51 
20 93.90 86.49 86.49 0.00 7.11 7.11 
25 93.89 86.82 86.82 0.00 6.73 6.73 
30 93.92 87.14 87.14 0.00 6.35 6.35 
35 93.88 87.49 87.49 0.00 5.98 5.98 
40 93.90 87.94 87.94 0.00 5.62 5.62 
45 93.88 88.32 88.32 0.00 5.27 5.27 
50 93.91 88.56 88.56 0.00 4.93 4.93 
55 93.88 89.03 89.03 0.00 4.60 4.60 
60 93.95 89.32 89.32 0.00 4.26 4.26 
65 93.88 89.79 89.79 0.00 3.94 3.94 
70 93.90 90.17 90.17 0.00 3.61 3.61 
75 93.90 90.58 90.58 0.00 3.29 3.29 
80 93.91 90.86 90.86 0.00 2.97 2.97 
85 93.86 91.31 91.31 0.00 2.64 2.64 
90 93.88 91.61 91.61 0.00 2.32 2.32 
95 93.88 92.05 92.05 0.00 1.98 1.98 





















!		+& ก.21 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 99.11 22.93 24.10 2.26 61.47 64.52 
5 98.57 26.24 22.03 2.00 57.91 61.30 
10 96.22 46.36 35.35 0.92 40.12 43.15 
15 95.65 52.68 43.21 0.67 34.69 37.28 
20 95.27 57.39 49.30 0.50 30.62 32.82 
25 95.02 61.18 54.04 0.38 27.43 29.37 
30 94.79 64.22 57.89 0.28 24.84 26.55 
35 94.61 66.65 61.14 0.20 22.69 24.20 
40 94.47 68.80 63.79 0.13 20.89 22.26 
45 94.33 70.62 66.07 0.06 19.35 20.59 
50 94.25 72.26 67.96 0.00 18.02 19.18 
55 94.12 73.67 69.66 0.06 16.85 17.92 
60 94.00 74.94 71.14 0.13 15.82 16.83 
65 93.90 76.08 72.43 0.20 14.90 15.85 
70 93.74 77.04 73.68 0.28 14.07 14.96 
75 93.60 78.01 74.72 0.38 13.32 14.17 
80 93.58 78.98 75.64 0.50 12.64 13.45 
85 93.18 79.69 76.56 0.67 12.02 12.77 
90 92.80 80.45 77.42 0.92 11.44 12.14 
95 92.23 81.17 78.23 1.35 10.94 11.53 





















!		+& ก.22 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 96.82 58.02 61.69 1.72 44.52 47.24 
5 96.70 58.92 59.35 1.58 42.28 45.94 
10 95.71 66.32 54.01 0.83 30.65 35.71 
15 95.35 69.04 55.99 0.62 27.06 31.59 
20 95.08 71.17 58.62 0.47 24.29 28.27 
25 94.86 72.95 61.27 0.35 22.05 25.56 
30 94.69 74.51 63.73 0.26 20.18 23.30 
35 94.55 75.96 65.91 0.19 18.59 21.40 
40 94.40 77.12 67.99 0.12 17.19 19.73 
45 94.27 78.23 69.81 0.06 15.97 18.29 
50 94.17 79.29 71.43 0.00 14.89 17.03 
55 94.07 80.25 72.92 0.06 13.91 15.89 
60 93.99 81.28 74.20 0.12 13.04 14.89 
65 93.87 82.07 75.54 0.19 12.21 13.95 
70 93.76 82.89 76.76 0.26 11.45 13.08 
75 93.62 83.74 77.93 0.35 10.74 12.27 
80 93.46 84.55 79.09 0.47 10.06 11.49 
85 93.24 85.39 80.29 0.62 9.40 10.71 
90 93.01 86.37 81.48 0.83 8.77 9.92 
95 92.65 87.29 82.97 1.15 8.15 9.03 





















!		+& ก.23 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 12 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 95.48 72.85 76.81 1.28 32.64 34.33 
5 95.47 72.96 75.32 1.20 31.29 33.80 
10 95.24 76.14 68.85 0.72 23.61 28.40 
15 95.03 77.66 68.51 0.55 21.09 25.75 
20 94.86 78.96 69.09 0.42 19.15 23.46 
25 94.69 79.95 70.17 0.33 17.53 21.46 
30 94.56 80.90 71.39 0.24 16.17 19.74 
35 94.44 81.74 72.68 0.18 14.97 18.23 
40 94.33 82.53 73.97 0.11 13.91 16.89 
45 94.24 83.26 75.21 0.06 12.96 15.69 
50 94.14 83.98 76.41 0.00 12.09 14.61 
55 94.05 84.65 77.58 0.06 11.29 13.63 
60 93.94 85.33 78.70 0.11 10.55 12.71 
65 93.88 86.09 79.72 0.18 9.86 11.87 
70 93.77 86.75 80.81 0.24 9.19 11.05 
75 93.67 87.31 81.98 0.33 8.54 10.25 
80 93.52 88.01 83.10 0.42 7.92 9.47 
85 93.38 88.74 84.25 0.55 7.32 8.67 
90 93.20 89.42 85.57 0.72 6.71 7.81 
95 93.01 90.19 87.03 0.95 6.12 6.86 





















!		+& ก.24 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 17 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.80 79.67 83.38 1.00 25.22 26.31 
5 94.85 79.66 82.42 0.95 24.38 26.03 
10 94.87 81.17 77.35 0.62 19.01 22.89 
15 94.77 82.14 76.48 0.49 17.10 21.12 
20 94.65 83.00 76.36 0.38 15.59 19.49 
25 94.54 83.75 76.70 0.30 14.34 18.02 
30 94.45 84.43 77.28 0.22 13.27 16.70 
35 94.35 85.06 78.00 0.16 12.33 15.50 
40 94.27 85.68 78.79 0.10 11.49 14.42 
45 94.17 86.19 79.67 0.05 10.71 13.42 
50 94.10 86.75 80.52 0.00 10.00 12.50 
55 94.02 87.24 81.43 0.05 9.33 11.65 
60 93.94 87.76 82.32 0.10 8.70 10.84 
65 93.86 88.32 83.18 0.16 8.11 10.07 
70 93.75 88.74 84.18 0.22 7.52 9.32 
75 93.69 89.31 85.07 0.30 6.97 8.58 
80 93.58 89.78 86.10 0.38 6.42 7.84 
85 93.47 90.33 87.12 0.49 5.89 7.07 
90 93.36 91.01 88.12 0.61 5.37 6.26 
95 93.26 91.60 89.31 0.78 4.82 5.38 





















!		+& ก.25 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!"Rf = 22 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.47 83.44 86.69 0.81 20.41 21.14 
5 94.51 83.44 86.05 0.77 19.85 20.97 
10 94.58 84.11 82.33 0.53 15.88 18.92 
15 94.58 84.83 81.37 0.43 14.37 17.66 
20 94.49 85.43 81.06 0.34 13.13 16.45 
25 94.43 86.02 81.07 0.27 12.11 15.32 
30 94.34 86.61 81.33 0.21 11.23 14.28 
35 94.28 87.04 81.79 0.15 10.44 13.31 
40 94.19 87.47 82.35 0.10 9.72 12.41 
45 94.14 87.92 82.94 0.05 9.08 11.57 
50 94.06 88.34 83.60 0.00 8.47 10.78 
55 93.98 88.75 84.30 0.05 7.90 10.03 
60 93.92 89.16 85.01 0.10 7.36 9.32 
65 93.86 89.57 85.73 0.15 6.85 8.63 
70 93.79 90.08 86.42 0.21 6.35 7.95 
75 93.72 90.40 87.27 0.27 5.86 7.28 
80 93.64 90.82 88.09 0.34 5.39 6.59 
85 93.56 91.27 88.93 0.43 4.92 5.89 
90 93.47 91.86 89.72 0.53 4.45 5.16 
95 93.45 92.38 90.58 0.66 3.96 4.37 





















!		+& ก.26 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 27 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.27 85.73 88.60 0.67 17.09 17.60 
5 94.31 85.71 88.14 0.65 16.68 17.48 
10 94.41 86.04 85.35 0.47 13.62 16.00 
15 94.42 86.50 84.56 0.38 12.38 15.06 
20 94.36 87.07 84.14 0.31 11.37 14.12 
25 94.33 87.47 84.07 0.24 10.49 13.22 
30 94.26 87.90 84.20 0.19 9.73 12.37 
35 94.21 88.29 84.47 0.14 9.05 11.57 
40 94.16 88.65 84.86 0.09 8.44 10.81 
45 94.09 89.14 85.22 0.04 7.89 10.09 
50 94.05 89.37 85.78 0.00 7.35 9.40 
55 93.98 89.73 86.33 0.04 6.85 8.75 
60 93.93 90.07 86.89 0.09 6.38 8.11 
65 93.86 90.42 87.50 0.14 5.93 7.49 
70 93.80 90.76 88.13 0.19 5.49 6.88 
75 93.74 91.10 88.78 0.24 5.06 6.27 
80 93.70 91.49 89.41 0.31 4.64 5.65 
85 93.60 91.92 90.09 0.38 4.22 5.01 
90 93.58 92.37 90.72 0.46 3.80 4.35 
95 93.55 92.82 91.39 0.56 3.35 3.66 





















!		+& ก.27 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 32 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.17 87.29 89.77 0.58 14.69 15.05 
5 94.18 87.21 89.47 0.56 14.36 14.96 
10 94.29 87.40 87.33 0.41 11.93 13.81 
15 94.29 87.76 86.66 0.34 10.89 13.06 
20 94.26 88.09 86.32 0.28 10.01 12.31 
25 94.22 88.51 86.17 0.22 9.26 11.58 
30 94.19 88.83 86.23 0.17 8.60 10.87 
35 94.17 89.23 86.34 0.13 8.01 10.18 
40 94.09 89.55 86.64 0.08 7.47 9.53 
45 94.05 89.83 86.99 0.04 6.97 8.90 
50 94.01 90.13 87.37 0.00 6.50 8.30 
55 93.97 90.49 87.75 0.04 6.07 7.72 
60 93.90 90.81 88.22 0.08 5.65 7.15 
65 93.86 91.01 88.78 0.13 5.23 6.59 
70 93.83 91.31 89.27 0.17 4.84 6.03 
75 93.76 91.62 89.82 0.22 4.46 5.48 
80 93.69 91.93 90.39 0.28 4.08 4.92 
85 93.66 92.30 90.90 0.34 3.69 4.34 
90 93.63 92.64 91.46 0.41 3.30 3.75 
95 93.63 93.03 91.97 0.49 2.90 3.14 





















!		+& ก.28 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 37 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.09 88.42 90.53 0.51 12.87 13.12 
5 94.11 88.30 90.34 0.49 12.60 13.05 
10 94.19 88.37 88.70 0.37 10.60 12.11 
15 94.20 88.63 88.14 0.31 9.72 11.50 
20 94.03 88.98 87.78 0.25 8.97 10.88 
25 94.18 89.28 87.63 0.20 8.31 10.25 
30 94.16 89.52 87.67 0.16 7.72 9.65 
35 94.11 89.87 87.75 0.12 7.19 9.06 
40 94.05 90.10 88.01 0.08 6.70 8.49 
45 94.02 90.36 88.27 0.04 6.26 7.94 
50 93.99 90.63 88.58 0.00 5.84 7.40 
55 93.94 90.89 88.94 0.04 5.44 6.88 
60 93.89 91.20 89.29 0.08 5.06 6.37 
65 93.87 91.45 89.69 0.12 4.69 5.86 
70 93.79 91.71 90.16 0.16 4.34 5.36 
75 93.76 91.96 90.61 0.20 3.98 4.85 
80 93.73 92.26 91.03 0.25 3.63 4.34 
85 93.69 92.54 91.51 0.31 3.28 3.82 
90 93.67 92.85 91.95 0.37 2.93 3.29 
95 93.68 93.25 92.30 0.43 2.55 2.75 





















!		+& ก.29 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 42 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.05 89.19 91.09 0.45 11.44 11.63 
5 94.06 89.10 90.95 0.44 11.21 11.57 
10 94.15 89.12 89.65 0.33 9.53 10.77 
15 94.15 89.30 89.20 0.28 8.77 10.26 
20 94.11 89.53 88.92 0.23 8.11 9.72 
25 94.13 89.86 88.73 0.19 7.53 9.18 
30 94.11 90.12 88.72 0.15 7.01 8.66 
35 94.07 90.32 88.84 0.11 6.53 8.14 
40 94.02 90.64 88.97 0.07 6.09 7.64 
45 94.01 90.81 89.20 0.03 5.68 7.14 
50 93.97 91.04 89.47 0.00 5.30 6.66 
55 93.92 91.26 89.78 0.03 4.94 6.19 
60 93.89 91.61 90.00 0.07 4.60 5.72 
65 93.85 91.84 90.36 0.11 4.26 5.26 
70 93.80 92.06 90.75 0.15 3.93 4.81 
75 93.78 92.21 91.18 0.19 3.60 4.34 
80 93.76 92.55 91.48 0.23 3.28 3.88 
85 93.73 92.81 91.86 0.28 2.96 3.41 
90 93.71 93.10 92.22 0.33 2.63 2.92 
95 93.70 93.34 92.62 0.39 2.28 2.44 





















!		+& ก.30 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 47 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.01 89.76 91.54 0.40 10.28 10.45 
5 94.04 89.77 91.34 0.39 10.11 10.38 
10 94.09 89.71 90.35 0.30 8.66 9.69 
15 94.09 89.86 89.98 0.25 7.99 9.24 
20 94.10 90.04 89.75 0.21 7.41 8.78 
25 94.10 90.29 89.59 0.17 6.89 8.31 
30 94.06 90.49 89.60 0.13 6.41 7.84 
35 94.23 90.80 89.66 0.10 5.99 7.38 
40 94.01 90.91 89.79 0.07 5.58 6.93 
45 94.02 91.26 89.88 0.03 5.22 6.48 
50 93.97 91.42 90.09 0.00 4.86 6.04 
55 93.91 91.59 90.40 0.03 4.53 5.62 
60 93.89 91.81 90.66 0.07 4.20 5.19 
65 93.86 92.03 90.94 0.10 3.89 4.77 
70 93.83 92.21 91.28 0.13 3.59 4.35 
75 93.79 92.53 91.52 0.17 3.29 3.92 
80 93.81 92.66 91.93 0.21 2.99 3.50 
85 93.74 92.90 92.25 0.26 2.69 3.07 
90 93.74 93.19 92.51 0.30 2.38 2.63 
95 93.74 93.42 92.82 0.35 2.06 2.19 





















!		+& ก.31 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 2 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.68 66.59 29.25 0.00 55.17 55.18 
5 93.92 65.98 30.91 0.00 53.02 53.02 
10 93.90 65.62 45.55 0.00 39.22 39.23 
15 93.85 67.14 51.34 0.00 34.25 34.25 
20 93.86 68.85 56.00 0.00 30.42 30.41 
25 93.93 70.48 59.73 0.00 27.30 27.30 
30 93.92 72.08 62.77 0.00 24.78 24.78 
35 93.95 73.59 65.27 0.00 22.69 22.69 
40 93.91 74.87 67.49 0.00 20.90 20.90 
45 93.92 76.00 69.43 0.00 19.37 19.37 
50 93.92 77.10 71.02 0.00 18.04 18.04 
55 93.92 78.14 72.41 0.00 16.89 16.88 
60 93.90 78.96 73.74 0.00 15.84 15.84 
65 93.85 79.96 74.73 0.00 14.95 14.95 
70 93.91 80.68 75.77 0.00 14.11 14.11 
75 93.89 81.34 76.75 0.00 13.34 13.34 
80 93.93 82.21 77.43 0.00 12.69 12.68 
85 93.86 82.83 78.28 0.00 12.02 12.02 
90 93.91 83.58 78.99 0.00 11.42 11.43 
95 93.88 84.40 79.51 0.00 10.87 10.86 





















!		+& ก.32 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 90.61 41.49 0.00 39.57 39.57 
5 93.91 89.65 42.64 0.00 38.50 38.50 
10 93.90 84.36 51.98 0.00 30.74 30.74 
15 93.89 83.21 56.22 0.00 27.55 27.55 
20 93.90 82.70 59.82 0.00 24.90 24.90 
25 93.89 82.63 62.84 0.00 22.69 22.69 
30 93.87 82.77 65.47 0.00 20.79 20.79 
35 93.93 83.15 67.66 0.00 19.18 19.18 
40 93.88 83.62 69.58 0.00 17.77 17.77 
45 93.97 84.04 71.31 0.00 16.52 16.52 
50 93.88 84.49 72.92 0.00 15.38 15.38 
55 93.89 85.08 74.25 0.00 14.39 14.39 
60 93.88 85.72 75.43 0.00 13.49 13.49 
65 93.88 86.25 76.62 0.00 12.64 12.64 
70 93.93 86.76 77.74 0.00 11.85 11.85 
75 93.87 87.41 78.77 0.00 11.10 11.10 
80 93.89 88.06 79.77 0.00 10.39 10.39 
85 93.93 88.79 80.73 0.00 9.69 9.69 
90 93.89 89.60 81.77 0.00 8.97 8.97 
95 93.89 90.51 82.87 0.00 8.22 8.22 





















!		+& ก.33 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 12 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.96 96.81 59.53 0.01 28.64 28.64 
5 93.91 96.31 60.03 0.00 28.14 28.13 
10 93.90 92.06 63.52 0.00 23.70 23.70 
15 93.90 90.69 65.64 0.00 21.68 21.68 
20 93.89 89.79 67.68 0.01 19.92 19.92 
25 93.90 89.35 69.46 0.00 18.40 18.40 
30 93.90 89.07 71.16 0.00 17.02 17.02 
35 93.91 88.91 72.72 0.01 15.80 15.82 
40 93.90 88.89 74.21 0.00 14.68 14.68 
45 93.85 89.02 75.56 0.00 13.69 13.69 
50 93.89 89.20 76.78 0.00 12.77 12.77 
55 93.88 89.47 77.92 0.00 11.93 11.93 
60 93.88 89.90 78.92 0.00 11.15 11.15 
65 93.90 90.18 80.00 0.00 10.40 10.40 
70 93.94 90.62 80.95 0.00 9.69 9.69 
75 93.85 91.12 81.94 0.00 9.01 9.01 
80 93.89 91.55 82.94 0.00 8.32 8.32 
85 93.86 92.09 83.96 0.00 7.63 7.63 
90 93.90 92.47 85.11 0.00 6.91 6.91 
95 93.92 93.06 86.22 0.00 6.16 6.16 





















!		+& ก.34 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 17 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.85 98.32 69.30 0.00 22.00 22.00 
5 93.92 97.87 69.54 0.00 21.64 21.64 
10 93.92 94.87 71.28 0.00 18.79 18.79 
15 93.95 93.83 72.46 0.00 17.42 17.42 
20 93.90 92.99 73.73 0.00 16.18 16.18 
25 93.88 92.57 74.84 0.00 15.07 15.07 
30 93.87 92.16 76.02 0.00 14.03 14.03 
35 93.88 91.90 77.13 0.00 13.09 13.09 
40 93.92 91.80 78.16 0.00 12.22 12.22 
45 93.90 91.74 79.21 0.00 11.41 11.41 
50 93.90 91.79 80.18 0.00 10.65 10.65 
55 93.91 92.01 81.03 0.00 9.95 9.95 
60 93.91 92.07 82.01 0.00 9.27 9.27 
65 93.92 92.41 82.78 0.00 8.63 8.63 
70 93.91 92.54 83.74 0.00 7.99 7.99 
75 93.88 92.75 84.67 0.00 7.37 7.37 
80 93.88 93.19 85.42 0.00 6.76 6.76 
85 93.93 93.39 86.38 0.00 6.12 6.12 
90 93.88 93.79 87.29 0.00 5.49 5.49 
95 93.90 94.12 88.26 0.01 4.82 4.82 





















!		+& ก.35 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!"Rf = 22 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.91 98.44 75.10 0.00 17.69 17.69 
5 93.93 98.25 75.07 0.00 17.45 17.45 
10 93.87 95.96 76.32 0.00 15.42 15.42 
15 93.90 95.13 77.07 0.00 14.41 14.41 
20 93.93 94.47 77.89 0.00 13.47 13.47 
25 93.90 94.08 78.69 0.00 12.61 12.61 
30 93.90 93.69 79.53 0.00 11.80 11.80 
35 93.91 93.50 80.32 0.00 11.05 11.05 
40 93.89 93.27 81.20 0.00 10.33 10.33 
45 93.91 93.34 81.88 0.00 9.68 9.68 
50 93.91 93.18 82.75 0.00 9.03 9.03 
55 93.89 93.21 83.53 0.00 8.42 8.42 
60 93.89 93.39 84.19 0.00 7.85 7.85 
65 93.89 93.49 84.95 0.00 7.28 7.28 
70 93.89 93.53 85.77 0.00 6.72 6.72 
75 93.89 93.68 86.51 0.00 6.17 6.17 
80 93.89 93.84 87.28 0.00 5.62 5.62 
85 93.91 94.04 88.01 0.00 5.07 5.07 
90 93.91 94.31 88.73 0.00 4.50 4.50 
95 93.85 94.56 89.51 0.00 3.92 3.92 





















!		+& ก.36 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 27 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 98.21 78.72 0.00 14.75 14.75 
5 93.93 98.02 78.78 0.00 14.57 14.57 
10 93.89 96.42 79.60 0.00 13.02 13.02 
15 93.92 95.71 80.18 0.00 12.23 12.23 
20 93.88 95.19 80.81 0.00 11.48 11.48 
25 93.88 94.93 81.36 0.00 10.79 10.79 
30 93.92 94.54 82.02 0.00 10.12 10.12 
35 93.89 94.25 82.73 0.00 9.49 9.49 
40 93.93 94.17 83.30 0.00 8.90 8.90 
45 93.88 93.98 84.04 0.00 8.33 8.33 
50 93.93 93.98 84.60 0.00 7.79 7.79 
55 93.89 93.93 85.30 0.00 7.26 7.26 
60 93.91 94.01 85.87 0.00 6.76 6.76 
65 93.88 93.99 86.58 0.00 6.26 6.26 
70 93.91 94.03 87.21 0.00 5.76 5.76 
75 93.90 94.13 87.85 0.00 5.28 5.28 
80 93.90 94.23 88.49 0.00 4.79 4.79 
85 93.87 94.41 89.09 0.00 4.30 4.30 
90 93.88 94.49 89.76 0.00 3.80 3.80 
95 93.91 94.58 90.41 0.00 3.29 3.29 





















!		+& ก.37 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 32 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 97.94 81.22 0.00 12.63 12.63 
5 93.89 97.86 81.24 0.00 12.49 12.49 
10 93.88 96.45 81.98 0.00 11.24 11.24 
15 93.89 96.07 82.32 0.00 10.60 10.60 
20 93.93 95.55 82.84 0.00 9.97 9.97 
25 93.91 95.31 83.30 0.00 9.40 9.40 
30 93.88 95.01 83.86 0.00 8.84 8.84 
35 93.88 94.71 84.45 0.00 8.30 8.30 
40 93.94 94.56 84.95 0.00 7.79 7.79 
45 93.90 94.39 85.57 0.00 7.29 7.29 
50 93.92 94.38 86.04 0.00 6.82 6.82 
55 93.88 94.36 86.60 0.00 6.36 6.36 
60 93.89 94.32 87.16 0.00 5.91 5.91 
65 93.93 94.41 87.61 0.00 5.47 5.47 
70 93.90 94.34 88.27 0.00 5.03 5.03 
75 93.88 94.42 88.80 0.00 4.60 4.60 
80 93.86 94.45 89.38 0.00 4.16 4.16 
85 93.88 94.47 89.94 0.00 3.72 3.72 
90 93.89 94.53 90.49 0.00 3.28 3.28 
95 93.87 94.58 91.06 0.00 2.83 2.83 





















!		+& ก.38 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 7 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.82 97.82 82.99 0.00 11.05 11.05 
5 93.89 97.57 83.06 0.00 10.92 10.92 
10 93.90 96.57 83.58 0.00 9.88 9.88 
15 93.92 96.13 83.95 0.00 9.33 9.33 
20 93.90 95.72 84.39 0.00 8.81 8.81 
25 93.94 95.39 84.82 0.00 8.30 8.30 
30 93.90 95.26 85.21 0.00 7.83 7.83 
35 93.89 94.93 85.78 0.00 7.36 7.36 
40 93.92 94.89 86.13 0.00 6.91 6.91 
45 93.91 94.65 86.70 0.00 6.47 6.47 
50 93.88 94.60 87.17 0.00 6.06 6.06 
55 93.91 94.64 87.54 0.00 5.65 5.65 
60 93.89 94.51 88.11 0.00 5.24 5.24 
65 93.90 94.52 88.56 0.00 4.85 4.85 
70 93.91 94.47 89.07 0.00 4.45 4.45 
75 93.94 94.49 89.52 0.00 4.06 4.06 
80 93.90 94.52 90.02 0.00 3.67 3.67 
85 93.90 94.55 90.50 0.00 3.28 3.28 
90 93.92 94.65 90.90 0.00 2.88 2.88 
95 93.87 94.70 91.39 0.00 2.48 2.48 





















!		+& ก.39 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 42 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.92 97.50 84.32 0.00 9.80 9.80 
5 93.89 97.41 84.37 0.00 9.70 9.70 
10 93.89 96.51 84.87 0.00 8.80 8.80 
15 93.90 96.01 85.28 0.00 8.32 8.32 
20 93.88 95.71 85.65 0.00 7.87 7.87 
25 93.93 95.53 85.91 0.00 7.43 7.43 
30 93.89 95.24 86.39 0.00 7.01 7.01 
35 93.91 95.07 86.76 0.00 6.60 6.60 
40 93.89 94.94 87.17 0.00 6.20 6.20 
45 93.90 94.86 87.54 0.00 5.82 5.82 
50 93.90 94.72 88.00 0.00 5.44 5.44 
55 93.90 94.76 88.34 0.00 5.07 5.07 
60 93.92 94.69 88.75 0.00 4.71 4.71 
65 93.90 94.59 89.26 0.00 4.35 4.35 
70 93.90 94.60 89.64 0.00 3.99 3.99 
75 93.90 94.56 90.11 0.00 3.64 3.64 
80 93.89 94.69 90.43 0.00 3.29 3.29 
85 93.89 94.54 90.98 0.00 2.93 2.93 
90 93.86 94.65 91.34 0.00 2.57 2.57 
95 93.87 94.65 91.75 0.00 2.20 2.20 





















!		+& ก.40 !	+&*)ก	&()กA&ก	"!" Rf = 47 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB  VA VB  
0 93.90 97.24 0 93.90 97.24 0 
5 93.92 97.10 5 93.92 97.10 5 
10 93.87 96.48 10 93.87 96.48 10 
15 93.87 95.99 15 93.87 95.99 15 
20 93.90 95.80 20 93.90 95.80 20 
25 93.89 95.59 25 93.89 95.59 25 
30 93.92 95.38 30 93.92 95.38 30 
35 93.88 95.25 35 93.88 95.25 35 
40 93.90 94.99 40 93.90 94.99 40 
45 93.88 94.88 45 93.88 94.88 45 
50 93.91 94.91 50 93.91 94.91 50 
55 93.88 94.75 55 93.88 94.75 55 
60 93.95 94.74 60 93.95 94.74 60 
65 93.88 94.66 65 93.88 94.66 65 
70 93.90 94.61 70 93.90 94.61 70 
75 93.90 94.55 75 93.90 94.55 75 
80 93.91 94.64 80 93.91 94.64 80 
85 93.86 94.59 85 93.86 94.59 85 
90 93.88 94.64 90 93.88 94.64 90 
95 93.88 94.55 95 93.88 94.55 95 

































































!		+& #.1 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 1e-6 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 0.03 0.11 0.04 68.72 67.56 70.42 
5 3.91 3.92 3.89 65.77 64.80 67.21 
10 28.41 28.43 28.53 47.86 47.24 48.82 
15 37.04 37.08 37.11 41.53 41.05 42.36 
20 43.66 43.66 43.76 36.71 36.33 37.39 
25 48.90 48.88 49.02 32.90 32.56 33.46 
30 53.14 53.18 53.22 29.78 29.47 30.33 
35 56.66 56.68 56.75 27.22 26.95 27.70 
40 59.62 59.64 59.70 25.05 24.81 25.49 
45 62.14 62.16 62.23 23.21 22.99 23.61 
50 64.32 64.34 64.40 21.62 21.42 21.99 
55 66.23 66.19 66.33 20.24 20.06 20.56 
60 67.90 67.86 67.99 19.02 18.85 19.32 
65 69.38 69.33 69.48 17.94 17.78 18.21 
70 70.70 70.67 70.77 16.97 16.83 17.24 
75 71.87 71.87 71.96 16.10 15.96 16.36 
80 72.95 72.93 73.02 15.32 15.19 15.57 
85 73.94 73.88 74.00 14.62 14.49 14.84 
90 74.79 74.80 74.89 13.96 13.85 14.19 
95 75.62 75.59 75.68 13.37 13.26 13.58 





















!		+& #.2 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 50.01 49.90 49.90 52.66 52.56 52.57 
5 49.61 49.55 49.55 50.96 50.91 50.93 
10 51.77 51.67 51.73 39.49 39.44 39.44 
15 54.54 54.49 54.57 35.00 34.96 34.99 
20 57.44 57.36 57.46 31.40 31.36 31.37 
25 60.14 60.12 60.18 28.42 28.40 28.42 
30 62.64 62.58 62.68 25.95 25.92 25.94 
35 64.89 64.81 64.92 23.85 23.82 23.83 
40 66.91 66.81 66.95 22.04 22.01 22.02 
45 68.71 68.69 68.73 20.45 20.44 20.46 
50 70.37 70.29 70.43 19.08 19.05 19.05 
55 71.88 71.79 71.94 17.84 17.82 17.82 
60 73.26 73.22 73.31 16.72 16.71 16.71 
65 74.56 74.51 74.60 15.71 15.70 15.70 
70 75.80 75.70 75.85 14.79 14.78 14.76 
75 76.96 76.96 76.97 13.92 13.91 13.91 
80 78.13 78.03 78.20 13.11 13.10 13.08 
85 79.29 79.24 79.32 12.32 12.31 12.29 
90 80.50 80.45 80.54 11.54 11.53 11.51 
95 81.81 81.79 81.85 10.73 10.72 10.70 





















!		+& #.3 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 71.12 71.00 71.03 37.44 37.39 37.42 
5 68.55 70.50 70.64 36.62 36.56 36.60 
10 69.28 69.15 69.22 30.33 30.28 30.29 
15 69.68 69.59 69.65 27.54 27.52 27.52 
20 70.52 70.37 70.52 25.18 25.13 25.14 
25 71.54 71.45 71.52 23.11 23.09 23.09 
30 72.64 72.58 72.68 21.31 21.29 21.30 
35 73.82 73.71 73.85 19.74 19.71 19.72 
40 74.98 74.85 75.01 18.34 18.31 18.31 
45 76.11 76.00 76.13 17.08 17.05 17.05 
50 77.21 77.10 77.24 15.93 15.91 15.91 
55 78.29 78.18 78.30 14.89 14.87 14.86 
60 79.33 79.24 79.35 13.92 13.90 13.90 
65 80.36 80.28 80.39 13.01 12.99 12.99 
70 81.38 81.33 81.41 12.15 12.13 12.13 
75 82.42 82.32 82.49 11.33 11.30 11.30 
80 83.48 83.44 83.51 10.51 10.50 10.49 
85 84.59 84.53 84.62 9.70 9.68 9.68 
90 85.77 85.66 85.81 8.86 8.84 8.84 
95 87.02 86.92 87.07 7.98 7.96 7.96 





















!		+& #.4 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 15 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 79.90 79.83 79.88 28.05 28.03 28.05 
5 79.67 79.43 79.61 27.60 27.52 27.58 
10 78.16 78.11 78.14 23.72 23.71 23.72 
15 78.07 78.00 78.07 21.90 21.88 21.90 
20 78.30 78.18 78.29 20.27 20.24 20.26 
25 78.70 78.64 78.70 18.80 18.79 18.80 
30 79.26 79.15 79.29 17.48 17.45 17.47 
35 79.88 79.85 79.88 16.27 16.26 16.27 
40 80.59 80.50 80.61 15.18 15.16 15.17 
45 81.32 81.20 81.36 14.17 14.15 14.16 
50 82.08 81.95 82.12 13.24 13.21 13.22 
55 82.85 82.72 82.88 12.36 12.33 12.34 
60 83.64 83.50 83.65 11.53 11.51 11.51 
65 84.41 84.39 84.38 10.72 10.72 10.72 
70 85.22 85.14 85.26 9.96 9.95 9.95 
75 86.04 85.98 86.08 9.21 9.20 9.20 
80 86.91 86.85 86.91 8.46 8.45 8.45 
85 87.81 87.72 87.81 7.71 7.70 7.70 
90 88.73 88.59 88.78 6.94 6.92 6.92 
95 89.67 89.55 89.75 6.13 6.11 6.11 





















!		+& #.5 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 20H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 84.23 84.19 84.22 22.18 22.17 22.18 
5 84.08 83.89 84.06 21.87 21.83 21.87 
10 82.96 82.82 82.96 19.22 19.19 19.22 
15 82.81 82.61 82.81 17.92 17.88 17.91 
20 82.81 82.74 82.81 16.71 16.69 16.70 
25 83.04 82.91 83.01 15.61 15.58 15.60 
30 83.33 83.21 83.36 14.59 14.56 14.58 
35 83.73 83.62 83.76 13.64 13.61 13.63 
40 84.20 84.07 84.23 12.75 12.73 12.74 
45 84.70 84.61 84.71 11.92 11.91 11.91 
50 85.23 85.15 85.26 11.14 11.12 11.13 
55 85.80 85.70 85.86 10.39 10.37 10.39 
60 86.40 86.28 86.44 9.68 9.66 9.67 
65 87.00 86.91 87.05 8.99 8.97 8.98 
70 87.65 87.54 87.66 8.31 8.30 8.30 
75 88.30 88.18 88.32 7.65 7.63 7.64 
80 88.94 88.89 88.98 6.98 6.97 6.97 
85 89.63 89.56 89.69 6.31 6.29 6.30 
90 90.34 90.28 90.38 5.62 5.61 5.61 
95 91.05 90.98 91.11 4.90 4.89 4.90 





















!		+& #.6 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 25 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 86.71 86.58 86.72 18.26 18.24 18.27 
5 86.54 86.50 86.54 18.02 18.02 18.03 
10 85.77 85.60 85.79 16.06 16.03 16.06 
15 85.61 85.46 85.63 15.06 15.03 15.05 
20 85.59 85.49 85.60 14.11 14.10 14.11 
25 85.69 85.60 85.74 13.24 13.22 13.24 
30 85.91 85.83 85.90 12.41 12.40 12.41 
35 86.18 86.12 86.18 11.63 11.63 11.63 
40 86.51 86.42 86.55 10.90 10.89 10.90 
45 86.90 86.79 86.91 10.20 10.19 10.20 
50 87.28 87.24 87.32 9.53 9.53 9.53 
55 87.73 87.70 87.73 8.89 8.89 8.89 
60 88.18 88.14 88.22 8.27 8.27 8.27 
65 88.69 88.58 88.71 7.67 7.66 7.66 
70 89.18 89.10 89.20 7.07 7.06 7.07 
75 89.69 89.58 89.76 6.49 6.47 6.48 
80 90.23 90.14 90.25 5.89 5.89 5.89 
85 90.75 90.68 90.80 5.30 5.29 5.29 
90 91.30 91.22 91.36 4.69 4.68 4.69 
95 91.85 91.78 91.89 4.07 4.06 4.06 





















!		+& #.7 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 30 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 88.22 88.14 88.25 15.48 15.47 15.49 
5 88.15 87.99 88.17 15.31 15.28 15.31 
10 87.51 87.49 87.51 13.74 13.74 13.74 
15 87.43 87.25 87.47 12.94 12.91 12.94 
20 87.38 87.31 87.42 12.17 12.16 12.17 
25 87.47 87.37 87.50 11.45 11.43 11.45 
30 87.63 87.48 87.67 10.76 10.74 10.76 
35 87.83 87.72 87.86 10.11 10.09 10.10 
40 88.07 87.99 88.11 9.48 9.47 9.48 
45 88.38 88.28 88.40 8.88 8.87 8.88 
50 88.68 88.65 88.71 8.30 8.29 8.30 
55 89.03 89.01 89.04 7.74 7.74 7.74 
60 89.42 89.34 89.43 7.20 7.19 7.19 
65 89.81 89.71 89.85 6.66 6.65 6.66 
70 90.20 90.09 90.28 6.13 6.12 6.13 
75 90.61 90.57 90.64 5.61 5.60 5.60 
80 91.03 90.98 91.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 
85 91.47 91.39 91.54 4.55 4.54 4.55 
90 91.91 91.84 91.95 4.02 4.01 4.01 
95 92.33 92.22 92.44 3.47 3.46 3.46 





















!		+& #.8 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 35 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 89.26 89.13 89.33 13.43 13.41 13.44 
5 89.19 89.13 89.17 13.28 13.27 13.28 
10 88.76 88.60 88.79 11.99 11.97 12.00 
15 88.71 88.50 88.72 11.33 11.30 11.33 
20 88.65 88.51 88.68 10.68 10.66 10.68 
25 88.70 88.57 88.74 10.06 10.05 10.06 
30 88.82 88.73 88.82 9.47 9.46 9.47 
35 88.96 88.94 88.96 8.91 8.90 8.91 
40 89.20 89.07 89.21 8.37 8.35 8.36 
45 89.39 89.40 89.40 7.84 7.84 7.84 
50 89.67 89.59 89.72 7.33 7.32 7.33 
55 89.96 89.88 90.01 6.84 6.83 6.84 
60 90.26 90.20 90.29 6.35 6.34 6.35 
65 90.58 90.52 90.61 5.87 5.87 5.87 
70 90.91 90.84 90.97 5.40 5.39 5.40 
75 91.26 91.18 91.31 4.93 4.92 4.93 
80 91.60 91.52 91.67 4.46 4.45 4.46 
85 91.96 91.90 92.00 3.98 3.98 3.98 
90 92.31 92.21 92.40 3.50 3.50 3.50 
95 92.66 92.57 92.74 3.02 3.01 3.01 





















!		+& #.9 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 40 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 89.98 89.97 89.98 11.84 11.85 11.85 
5 89.94 89.83 89.99 11.72 11.71 11.73 
10 89.59 89.49 89.65 10.63 10.62 10.63 
15 89.54 89.46 89.52 10.05 10.04 10.05 
20 89.54 89.38 89.58 9.50 9.48 9.50 
25 89.57 89.46 89.63 8.97 8.95 8.97 
30 89.67 89.57 89.71 8.45 8.44 8.45 
35 89.80 89.72 89.84 7.96 7.95 7.96 
40 89.97 89.89 90.02 7.47 7.47 7.48 
45 90.16 90.13 90.17 7.01 7.00 7.01 
50 90.39 90.28 90.46 6.56 6.54 6.56 
55 90.62 90.60 90.64 6.11 6.11 6.11 
60 90.88 90.81 90.93 5.67 5.67 5.67 
65 91.15 91.07 91.20 5.24 5.24 5.24 
70 91.43 91.36 91.48 4.82 4.81 4.82 
75 91.71 91.63 91.79 4.39 4.38 4.39 
80 92.01 91.94 92.05 3.97 3.96 3.96 
85 92.29 92.22 92.38 3.54 3.53 3.54 
90 92.59 92.48 92.71 3.11 3.10 3.11 
95 92.89 92.78 92.98 2.67 2.66 2.67 





















!		+& #.10 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 45 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.55 90.46 90.56 10.59 10.59 10.60 
5 90.49 90.39 90.55 10.49 10.48 10.49 
10 90.23 90.18 90.23 9.54 9.53 9.54 
15 90.19 90.10 90.19 9.03 9.03 9.03 
20 90.19 90.07 90.22 8.55 8.54 8.55 
25 90.21 90.21 90.20 8.07 8.07 8.07 
30 90.31 90.23 90.34 7.62 7.61 7.62 
35 90.41 90.41 90.41 7.18 7.18 7.18 
40 90.57 90.48 90.61 6.75 6.74 6.75 
45 90.73 90.65 90.79 6.33 6.32 6.33 
50 90.92 90.84 90.98 5.92 5.91 5.92 
55 91.13 91.06 91.16 5.52 5.51 5.52 
60 91.34 91.27 91.39 5.12 5.12 5.12 
65 91.57 91.48 91.64 4.73 4.72 4.73 
70 91.81 91.72 91.89 4.34 4.34 4.34 
75 92.06 91.97 92.13 3.96 3.95 3.96 
80 92.30 92.21 92.39 3.57 3.56 3.57 
85 92.55 92.45 92.66 3.18 3.17 3.18 
90 92.81 92.70 92.90 2.79 2.78 2.79 
95 93.04 92.98 93.12 2.39 2.38 2.39 





















!		+& #.11 *-#)(+&*)+กA&	!" Rf = 50 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.96 90.85 91.02 9.58 9.57 9.59 
5 90.90 90.90 90.92 9.48 9.48 9.49 
10 90.74 90.62 90.75 8.65 8.64 8.65 
15 90.69 90.56 90.74 8.20 8.19 8.20 
20 90.66 90.65 90.68 7.76 7.76 7.76 
25 90.71 90.69 90.73 7.34 7.34 7.34 
30 90.79 90.71 90.85 6.93 6.93 6.94 
35 90.90 90.79 90.97 6.54 6.53 6.54 
40 91.02 90.94 91.08 6.15 6.14 6.15 
45 91.17 91.09 91.22 5.77 5.76 5.77 
50 91.33 91.26 91.38 5.39 5.39 5.39 
55 91.52 91.40 91.59 5.03 5.02 5.03 
60 91.69 91.65 91.74 4.66 4.66 4.67 
65 91.89 91.81 91.98 4.31 4.30 4.31 
70 92.10 92.01 92.19 3.95 3.95 3.95 
75 92.31 92.22 92.41 3.60 3.59 3.60 
80 92.53 92.43 92.63 3.24 3.24 3.24 
85 92.74 92.66 92.83 2.89 2.88 2.89 
90 92.95 92.90 93.03 2.53 2.52 2.53 
95 93.18 93.16 93.19 2.16 2.16 2.16 





















!		+& #.12 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 1e-6 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.90 46.95 46.95 0.00 59.79 59.79 
5 93.91 46.80 46.80 0.00 57.35 57.35 
10 93.83 51.68 51.68 0.00 41.72 41.72 
15 93.86 55.53 55.53 0.00 36.24 36.23 
20 93.92 59.01 59.01 0.00 32.00 32.00 
25 93.99 61.95 61.95 0.00 28.68 28.68 
30 93.93 64.64 64.64 0.00 25.97 25.97 
35 93.92 66.88 66.88 0.00 23.70 23.70 
40 93.92 68.74 68.74 0.00 21.85 21.85 
45 93.96 70.52 70.52 0.00 20.21 20.21 
50 93.92 71.92 71.92 0.00 18.83 18.83 
55 93.95 73.21 73.21 0.00 17.64 17.64 
60 93.89 74.42 74.42 0.00 16.56 16.56 
65 93.91 75.49 75.49 0.00 15.61 15.61 
70 93.90 76.43 76.43 0.00 14.79 14.79 
75 93.90 77.24 77.24 0.00 14.03 14.03 
80 93.94 78.10 78.10 0.00 13.34 13.35 
85 93.92 78.74 78.74 0.00 12.72 12.72 
90 93.91 79.35 79.35 0.00 12.16 12.17 
95 93.89 79.93 79.93 0.00 11.65 11.65 





















!		+& #.13 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.01 31.62 31.62 0.00 45.61 45.61 
5 93.82 33.69 33.69 0.00 44.17 44.17 
10 93.90 47.24 47.24 0.00 34.20 34.21 
15 93.95 52.66 52.66 0.00 30.33 30.33 
20 93.93 57.07 57.07 0.00 27.15 27.15 
25 93.89 60.51 60.51 0.00 24.63 24.64 
30 93.88 63.52 63.52 0.00 22.47 22.47 
35 93.91 65.98 65.98 0.00 20.65 20.66 
40 93.90 68.24 68.24 0.00 19.05 19.05 
45 93.94 70.00 70.00 0.00 17.71 17.71 
50 93.91 71.60 71.60 0.00 16.51 16.51 
55 93.86 73.09 73.09 0.00 15.43 15.43 
60 93.90 74.33 74.33 0.00 14.47 14.47 
65 93.92 75.50 75.50 0.00 13.60 13.60 
70 93.88 76.51 76.51 0.00 12.80 12.80 
75 93.91 77.52 77.52 0.00 12.04 12.04 
80 93.91 78.45 78.45 0.00 11.34 11.33 
85 93.90 79.32 79.32 0.00 10.66 10.66 
90 93.95 80.23 80.23 0.00 9.97 9.98 
95 93.87 81.22 81.22 0.00 9.27 9.27 





















!		+& #.14 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.92 53.64 53.64 0.00 32.42 32.43 
5 93.90 54.15 54.15 0.00 31.70 31.70 
10 93.90 59.32 59.32 0.00 26.25 26.25 
15 93.93 62.07 62.07 0.00 23.84 23.84 
20 93.90 64.62 64.62 0.00 21.78 21.78 
25 93.92 66.84 66.84 0.00 20.01 20.01 
30 93.91 68.91 68.91 0.00 18.45 18.44 
35 93.91 70.72 70.72 0.00 17.07 17.07 
40 93.93 72.37 72.37 0.00 15.85 15.85 
45 93.87 73.86 73.86 0.00 14.76 14.76 
50 93.91 75.21 75.21 0.00 13.77 13.77 
55 93.91 76.43 76.43 0.00 12.87 12.87 
60 93.89 77.53 77.53 0.00 12.04 12.04 
65 93.88 78.64 78.64 0.00 11.25 11.25 
70 93.89 79.67 79.67 0.00 10.51 10.51 
75 93.89 80.68 80.68 0.00 9.79 9.79 
80 93.90 81.78 81.78 0.00 9.08 9.08 
85 93.91 82.82 82.82 0.00 8.37 8.37 
90 93.86 83.84 83.84 0.00 7.66 7.66 
95 93.92 85.00 85.00 0.00 6.89 6.89 





















!		+& #.15 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 15 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 66.12 66.12 0.00 24.30 24.30 
5 93.87 66.29 66.29 0.00 23.88 23.88 
10 93.84 68.60 68.60 0.00 20.56 20.56 
15 93.90 70.04 70.04 0.00 18.97 18.97 
20 93.88 71.58 71.58 0.00 17.53 17.52 
25 93.92 72.89 72.89 0.00 16.27 16.27 
30 93.96 74.26 74.26 0.00 15.11 15.12 
35 93.91 75.47 75.47 0.00 14.09 14.09 
40 93.90 76.66 76.66 0.00 13.14 13.14 
45 93.92 77.82 77.82 0.00 12.25 12.25 
50 93.92 78.91 78.91 0.00 11.44 11.44 
55 93.90 79.84 79.84 0.00 10.69 10.69 
60 93.88 80.84 80.84 0.00 9.97 9.97 
65 93.92 81.79 81.79 0.00 9.28 9.28 
70 93.88 82.75 82.75 0.00 8.61 8.61 
75 93.91 83.60 83.60 0.00 7.97 7.97 
80 93.93 84.58 84.58 0.00 7.31 7.31 
85 93.93 85.51 85.51 0.00 6.66 6.66 
90 93.87 86.52 86.52 0.00 6.00 6.00 
95 93.90 87.55 87.55 0.01 5.29 5.29 





















!		+& #.16 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 20H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.84 73.02 73.02 0.00 19.21 19.21 
5 93.85 73.17 73.17 0.00 18.94 18.94 
10 93.88 74.52 74.52 0.00 16.64 16.64 
15 93.87 75.42 75.42 0.00 15.52 15.52 
20 93.89 76.42 76.42 0.00 14.45 14.45 
25 93.89 77.36 77.36 0.00 13.50 13.50 
30 93.91 78.24 78.24 0.00 12.62 12.61 
35 93.87 79.25 79.25 0.00 11.79 11.79 
40 93.91 80.09 80.09 0.00 11.03 11.03 
45 93.91 80.90 80.90 0.00 10.31 10.31 
50 93.92 81.79 81.79 0.00 9.63 9.63 
55 93.92 82.57 82.57 0.00 8.99 8.99 
60 93.89 83.40 83.40 0.00 8.37 8.37 
65 93.92 84.24 84.24 0.00 7.77 7.77 
70 93.88 85.05 85.05 0.00 7.18 7.18 
75 93.92 85.85 85.85 0.00 6.60 6.60 
80 93.91 86.55 86.55 0.00 6.04 6.04 
85 93.89 87.45 87.45 0.00 5.45 5.45 
90 93.88 88.28 88.28 0.00 4.86 4.85 
95 93.91 89.14 89.14 0.00 4.24 4.24 





















!		+& #.17 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 25 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.88 77.47 77.47 0.00 15.83 15.84 
5 93.86 77.45 77.45 0.00 15.62 15.62 
10 93.90 78.37 78.37 0.00 13.90 13.90 
15 93.93 79.10 79.10 0.01 13.02 13.02 
20 93.92 79.68 79.68 0.00 12.22 12.22 
25 93.85 80.38 80.38 0.00 11.47 11.47 
30 93.88 81.19 81.19 0.00 10.74 10.74 
35 93.95 81.85 81.85 0.00 10.06 10.06 
40 93.89 82.50 82.50 0.00 9.44 9.44 
45 93.89 83.28 83.28 0.00 8.82 8.82 
50 93.93 83.93 83.93 0.00 8.25 8.25 
55 93.90 84.56 84.56 0.00 7.70 7.70 
60 93.90 85.34 85.34 0.00 7.15 7.15 
65 93.91 86.01 86.01 0.00 6.63 6.63 
70 93.94 86.59 86.59 0.00 6.12 6.12 
75 93.90 87.28 87.28 0.00 5.61 5.61 
80 93.89 88.06 88.06 0.00 5.09 5.09 
85 93.88 88.76 88.76 0.00 4.58 4.58 
90 93.91 89.47 89.47 0.00 4.05 4.05 
95 93.95 90.15 90.15 0.00 3.51 3.51 





















!		+& #.18 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 30 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.89 80.32 80.32 0.00 13.41 13.41 
5 93.91 80.38 80.38 0.00 13.25 13.25 
10 93.90 81.04 81.04 0.00 11.90 11.90 
15 93.92 81.61 81.61 0.00 11.19 11.19 
20 93.91 82.09 82.09 0.00 10.53 10.53 
25 93.93 82.61 82.61 0.00 9.91 9.91 
30 93.89 83.26 83.26 0.00 9.31 9.31 
35 93.94 83.79 83.79 0.00 8.74 8.74 
40 93.91 84.41 84.41 0.00 8.20 8.20 
45 93.91 84.90 84.90 0.00 7.69 7.69 
50 93.91 85.55 85.55 0.00 7.18 7.18 
55 93.92 86.09 86.09 0.00 6.70 6.70 
60 93.91 86.68 86.68 0.00 6.22 6.22 
65 93.93 87.21 87.21 0.00 5.76 5.76 
70 93.91 87.88 87.88 0.00 5.30 5.30 
75 93.91 88.36 88.36 0.00 4.85 4.85 
80 93.91 88.95 88.95 0.00 4.40 4.40 
85 93.88 89.64 89.64 0.00 3.94 3.94 
90 93.88 90.24 90.24 0.00 3.47 3.47 
95 93.90 90.86 90.86 0.00 3.00 3.00 





















!		+& #.19 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 35 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.88 82.34 82.34 0.00 11.63 11.63 
5 93.94 82.35 82.35 0.00 11.50 11.50 
10 93.89 83.00 83.00 0.00 10.38 10.38 
15 93.87 83.40 83.40 0.00 9.80 9.80 
20 93.90 83.82 83.82 0.00 9.24 9.24 
25 93.91 84.32 84.32 0.00 8.71 8.71 
30 93.89 84.76 84.76 0.00 8.20 8.20 
35 93.90 85.26 85.26 0.00 7.71 7.71 
40 93.93 85.80 85.80 0.00 7.23 7.23 
45 93.91 86.15 86.15 0.00 6.79 6.79 
50 93.90 86.76 86.76 0.00 6.34 6.34 
55 93.90 87.26 87.26 0.00 5.91 5.91 
60 93.93 87.69 87.69 0.00 5.49 5.49 
65 93.89 88.17 88.17 0.00 5.08 5.08 
70 93.89 88.75 88.75 0.00 4.67 4.67 
75 93.84 89.13 89.13 0.00 4.27 4.27 
80 93.92 89.72 89.72 0.00 3.86 3.86 
85 93.89 90.31 90.31 0.00 3.44 3.44 
90 93.88 90.81 90.81 0.00 3.03 3.03 
95 93.88 91.39 91.39 0.00 2.61 2.61 





















!		+& #.20 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 40 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.84 83.89 83.89 0.00 10.27 10.27 
5 93.85 83.92 83.92 0.00 10.15 10.15 
10 93.93 84.45 84.45 0.00 9.20 9.20 
15 93.88 84.80 84.80 0.00 8.70 8.70 
20 93.92 85.10 85.10 0.00 8.22 8.22 
25 93.91 85.51 85.51 0.00 7.76 7.76 
30 93.87 85.97 85.97 0.00 7.32 7.32 
35 93.97 86.42 86.42 0.00 6.88 6.88 
40 93.91 86.73 86.73 0.00 6.47 6.47 
45 93.90 87.22 87.22 0.00 6.06 6.06 
50 93.90 87.69 87.69 0.00 5.67 5.67 
55 93.90 88.10 88.10 0.00 5.29 5.29 
60 93.89 88.58 88.58 0.00 4.91 4.91 
65 93.88 89.01 89.01 0.00 4.54 4.53 
70 93.89 89.46 89.46 0.00 4.17 4.17 
75 93.89 89.88 89.88 0.00 3.80 3.80 
80 93.88 90.33 90.33 0.00 3.43 3.43 
85 93.87 90.81 90.81 0.00 3.06 3.06 
90 93.88 91.21 91.21 0.00 2.69 2.69 
95 93.90 91.74 91.74 0.00 2.30 2.30 





















!		+& #.21 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 45 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.83 85.09 85.09 0.00 9.18 9.18 
5 93.90 85.04 85.04 0.00 9.08 9.08 
10 93.90 85.54 85.54 0.00 8.26 8.26 
15 93.87 85.88 85.88 0.00 7.82 7.82 
20 93.94 86.16 86.16 0.00 7.40 7.40 
25 93.90 86.54 86.54 0.00 6.99 6.99 
30 93.88 86.85 86.85 0.00 6.60 6.60 
35 93.87 87.19 87.19 0.00 6.22 6.22 
40 93.89 87.57 87.57 0.00 5.84 5.84 
45 93.92 87.93 87.93 0.00 5.48 5.48 
50 93.88 88.33 88.33 0.00 5.13 5.13 
55 93.90 88.80 88.80 0.00 4.77 4.77 
60 93.96 89.12 89.12 0.00 4.43 4.43 
65 93.91 89.59 89.59 0.00 4.09 4.09 
70 93.90 89.93 89.93 0.00 3.76 3.76 
75 93.90 90.33 90.33 0.00 3.42 3.42 
80 93.90 90.78 90.78 0.00 3.09 3.09 
85 93.93 91.12 91.12 0.00 2.75 2.75 
90 93.88 91.55 91.55 0.00 2.41 2.41 
95 93.90 92.00 92.00 0.00 2.06 2.06 





















!		+& #.22 *-#)(+&*)+กA&!" Rf = 50 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 93.92 85.93 85.93 0.00 8.30 8.29 
5 93.86 86.01 86.01 0.00 8.22 8.22 
10 93.86 86.47 86.47 0.00 7.48 7.48 
15 93.94 86.72 86.72 0.00 7.09 7.09 
20 93.88 87.05 87.05 0.00 6.72 6.72 
25 93.88 87.25 87.25 0.00 6.36 6.36 
30 93.93 87.60 87.60 0.00 6.00 6.00 
35 93.91 87.93 87.93 0.00 5.66 5.66 
40 93.93 88.27 88.27 0.00 5.32 5.32 
45 93.90 88.57 88.57 0.00 4.99 4.99 
50 93.89 88.91 88.91 0.00 4.67 4.67 
55 93.88 89.37 89.37 0.00 4.35 4.35 
60 93.91 89.67 89.67 0.00 4.04 4.04 
65 93.90 90.04 90.04 0.00 3.73 3.73 
70 93.93 90.31 90.31 0.00 3.42 3.42 
75 93.91 90.66 90.66 0.00 3.11 3.11 
80 93.90 91.03 91.03 0.00 2.81 2.80 
85 93.92 91.46 91.46 0.00 2.49 2.49 
90 93.82 91.88 91.88 0.00 2.19 2.19 
95 93.89 92.19 92.19 0.00 1.87 1.87 





















!		+& #.23 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 1e-6 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 99.85 0.00 0.00 2.39 65.88 70.01 
5 99.15 6.23 6.06 2.10 62.37 65.86 
10 96.36 36.29 35.16 0.94 43.33 44.95 
15 95.81 44.92 43.52 0.68 37.31 38.64 
20 95.36 51.13 49.73 0.51 32.78 33.89 
25 95.09 55.87 54.52 0.38 29.27 30.23 
30 94.87 59.67 58.32 0.28 26.44 27.30 
35 94.68 62.73 61.48 0.20 24.11 24.88 
40 94.52 65.28 64.10 0.13 22.16 22.86 
45 94.38 67.45 66.31 0.06 20.51 21.16 
50 94.30 69.32 68.19 0.00 19.09 19.69 
55 94.14 70.91 69.87 0.06 17.85 18.41 
60 94.03 72.33 71.31 0.13 16.76 17.29 
65 93.90 73.56 72.59 0.20 15.80 16.30 
70 93.79 74.65 73.73 0.28 14.96 15.43 
75 93.62 75.64 74.73 0.38 14.19 14.64 
80 93.43 76.50 75.64 0.51 13.51 13.93 
85 93.16 77.22 76.52 0.68 12.89 13.28 
90 92.79 77.91 77.21 0.94 12.34 12.72 
95 92.10 78.47 77.83 1.40 11.84 12.21 





















!		+& #.24 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 97.66 47.50 50.45 1.94 51.00 54.07 
5 97.40 49.05 47.83 1.75 48.21 52.12 
10 95.91 59.85 46.00 0.87 34.30 38.91 
15 95.48 63.54 50.01 0.64 30.04 34.05 
20 95.16 66.40 54.04 0.48 26.79 30.26 
25 94.92 68.77 57.63 0.36 24.18 27.21 
30 94.74 70.78 60.75 0.27 22.04 24.71 
35 94.58 72.53 63.44 0.19 20.23 22.62 
40 94.44 74.07 65.77 0.12 18.68 20.84 
45 94.33 75.53 67.75 0.06 17.34 19.33 
50 94.20 76.74 69.57 0.00 16.16 17.98 
55 94.10 77.83 71.20 0.06 15.10 16.79 
60 93.99 78.87 72.65 0.12 14.15 15.73 
65 93.88 79.84 73.97 0.19 13.29 14.77 
70 93.73 80.76 75.19 0.27 12.50 13.90 
75 93.61 81.66 76.32 0.36 11.77 13.10 
80 93.44 82.54 77.41 0.48 11.08 12.33 
85 93.21 83.40 78.51 0.64 10.43 11.60 
90 92.92 84.28 79.66 0.87 9.81 10.85 
95 92.48 85.29 80.88 1.24 9.23 10.07 





















!		+& #.25 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 95.89 68.28 72.33 1.43 36.70 38.79 
5 95.88 68.64 70.50 1.34 35.08 38.03 
10 95.40 73.01 63.86 0.76 26.06 31.12 
15 95.14 74.89 64.10 0.58 23.20 27.96 
20 94.94 76.41 65.29 0.44 20.99 25.30 
25 94.76 77.66 66.84 0.34 19.17 23.04 
30 94.59 78.74 68.51 0.25 17.62 21.12 
35 94.49 79.80 70.08 0.18 16.30 19.46 
40 94.36 80.71 71.64 0.12 15.12 18.00 
45 94.26 81.57 73.09 0.06 14.08 16.71 
50 94.17 82.39 74.45 0.00 13.13 15.56 
55 94.06 83.19 75.74 0.06 12.26 14.52 
60 93.97 83.95 76.96 0.12 11.47 13.56 
65 93.87 84.70 78.12 0.18 10.72 12.68 
70 93.76 85.39 79.30 0.25 10.01 11.83 
75 93.63 86.14 80.43 0.34 9.34 11.03 
80 93.51 86.88 81.59 0.44 8.69 10.24 
85 93.30 87.61 82.85 0.58 8.05 9.43 
90 93.13 88.43 84.15 0.76 7.43 8.59 
95 92.87 89.26 85.69 1.03 6.82 7.63 





















!		+& #.26 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 15 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 95.02 77.46 81.30 1.09 27.78 29.07 
5 95.05 77.47 80.18 1.04 26.78 28.73 
10 95.01 79.51 74.50 0.65 20.63 24.89 
15 94.88 80.69 73.73 0.51 18.51 22.82 
20 94.73 81.66 73.82 0.40 16.85 20.96 
25 94.58 82.50 74.38 0.31 15.48 19.30 
30 94.48 83.25 75.17 0.23 14.31 17.84 
35 94.37 83.93 76.09 0.17 13.28 16.52 
40 94.28 84.59 77.05 0.11 12.36 15.35 
45 94.20 85.31 77.97 0.05 11.53 14.29 
50 94.12 85.81 79.02 0.00 10.75 13.30 
55 94.03 86.36 80.03 0.05 10.04 12.39 
60 93.94 86.95 80.99 0.11 9.37 11.54 
65 93.86 87.48 81.99 0.17 8.73 10.74 
70 93.78 88.10 82.93 0.23 8.12 9.96 
75 93.64 88.62 84.00 0.31 7.53 9.20 
80 93.55 89.19 85.04 0.40 6.96 8.44 
85 93.43 89.88 86.07 0.51 6.40 7.66 
90 93.31 90.42 87.31 0.65 5.84 6.82 
95 93.18 91.23 88.48 0.84 5.28 5.90 





















!		+& #.27 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 20H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.59 82.22 85.57 0.87 22.12 22.95 
5 94.62 82.24 84.83 0.84 21.48 22.75 
10 94.70 83.17 80.59 0.56 17.02 20.35 
15 94.64 83.97 79.66 0.45 15.36 18.93 
20 94.55 84.60 79.42 0.36 14.01 17.57 
25 94.46 85.23 79.55 0.28 12.91 16.32 
30 94.39 85.84 79.89 0.21 11.96 15.18 
35 94.31 86.36 80.43 0.15 11.12 14.12 
40 94.22 86.85 81.08 0.10 10.36 13.16 
45 94.14 87.32 81.78 0.05 9.66 12.26 
50 94.08 87.77 82.50 0.00 9.02 11.42 
55 93.99 88.23 83.27 0.05 8.42 10.64 
60 93.92 88.68 84.05 0.10 7.84 9.89 
65 93.83 89.13 84.84 0.15 7.30 9.16 
70 93.79 89.56 85.65 0.21 6.77 8.46 
75 93.70 90.11 86.43 0.28 6.27 7.76 
80 93.61 90.57 87.31 0.36 5.77 7.05 
85 93.52 90.96 88.30 0.45 5.27 6.32 
90 93.44 91.57 89.16 0.56 4.78 5.55 
95 93.35 92.12 90.17 0.70 4.27 4.73 





















!		+& #.28 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 25 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.34 84.98 87.93 0.72 18.30 18.87 
5 94.37 84.91 87.44 0.70 17.82 18.73 
10 94.48 85.37 84.30 0.49 14.45 17.06 
15 94.47 85.90 83.46 0.40 13.10 16.01 
20 94.41 86.47 83.06 0.32 12.01 14.99 
25 94.36 86.94 83.02 0.25 11.08 14.00 
30 94.31 87.39 83.19 0.19 10.27 13.08 
35 94.23 87.84 83.51 0.14 9.56 12.22 
40 94.17 88.29 83.91 0.09 8.92 11.41 
45 94.10 88.64 84.45 0.05 8.31 10.64 
50 94.05 89.01 85.00 0.00 7.76 9.92 
55 93.99 89.38 85.59 0.05 7.24 9.23 
60 93.93 89.75 86.21 0.09 6.74 8.56 
65 93.86 90.22 86.79 0.14 6.27 7.92 
70 93.80 90.49 87.54 0.19 5.80 7.28 
75 93.73 90.86 88.23 0.25 5.35 6.64 
80 93.66 91.34 88.88 0.32 4.92 6.00 
85 93.58 91.70 89.68 0.40 4.47 5.34 
90 93.52 92.16 90.41 0.49 4.03 4.65 
95 93.51 92.64 91.14 0.60 3.57 3.92 





















!		+& #.29 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 30 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.21 86.74 89.36 0.61 15.57 15.98 
5 94.23 86.69 89.00 0.59 15.21 15.87 
10 94.34 86.89 86.64 0.43 12.55 14.61 
15 94.37 87.23 85.94 0.36 11.43 13.80 
20 94.32 87.69 85.55 0.29 10.51 12.98 
25 94.27 88.10 85.43 0.23 9.71 12.19 
30 94.22 88.50 85.49 0.18 9.02 11.43 
35 94.18 88.90 85.66 0.13 8.40 10.70 
40 94.10 89.25 85.98 0.08 7.83 10.01 
45 94.08 89.53 86.37 0.04 7.30 9.35 
50 94.02 89.90 86.77 0.00 6.82 8.71 
55 93.98 90.20 87.24 0.04 6.36 8.10 
60 93.93 90.56 87.71 0.08 5.92 7.51 
65 93.88 90.82 88.28 0.13 5.49 6.93 
70 93.81 91.21 88.79 0.18 5.09 6.35 
75 93.74 91.45 89.45 0.23 4.68 5.77 
80 93.68 91.80 90.03 0.29 4.28 5.19 
85 93.66 92.15 90.60 0.36 3.89 4.59 
90 93.61 92.56 91.18 0.43 3.49 3.97 
95 93.58 93.01 91.73 0.52 3.07 3.33 





















!		+& #.30 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 35 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.11 88.00 90.27 0.53 13.54 13.83 
5 94.13 87.94 90.02 0.52 13.25 13.75 
10 94.24 88.06 88.17 0.38 11.10 12.74 
15 94.25 88.30 87.60 0.32 10.15 12.08 
20 94.23 88.72 87.20 0.26 9.36 11.41 
25 94.18 88.99 87.12 0.21 8.66 10.75 
30 94.15 89.35 87.10 0.16 8.05 10.10 
35 94.14 89.63 87.23 0.12 7.50 9.48 
40 94.06 89.89 87.52 0.08 6.99 8.88 
45 94.04 90.17 87.80 0.04 6.52 8.30 
50 94.00 90.48 88.11 0.00 6.09 7.74 
55 93.95 90.73 88.52 0.04 5.67 7.19 
60 93.91 91.00 88.93 0.08 5.28 6.66 
65 93.85 91.28 89.37 0.12 4.89 6.13 
70 93.82 91.55 89.82 0.16 4.52 5.61 
75 93.76 91.83 90.32 0.21 4.16 5.09 
80 93.72 92.12 90.81 0.26 3.80 4.56 
85 93.68 92.47 91.28 0.32 3.44 4.02 
90 93.65 92.86 91.71 0.38 3.07 3.46 
95 93.64 93.15 92.22 0.46 2.68 2.89 





















!		+& #.31 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 40 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.06 88.89 90.91 0.47 11.97 12.19 
5 94.07 88.83 90.72 0.46 11.73 12.12 
10 94.16 88.86 89.29 0.34 9.93 11.27 
15 94.17 89.04 88.82 0.29 9.13 10.72 
20 94.18 89.33 88.50 0.24 8.43 10.15 
25 94.15 89.64 88.33 0.19 7.82 9.59 
30 94.11 89.85 88.38 0.15 7.27 9.03 
35 94.07 90.11 88.48 0.11 6.77 8.49 
40 94.04 90.37 88.65 0.07 6.32 7.96 
45 94.00 90.63 88.88 0.04 5.90 7.45 
50 93.97 90.88 89.14 0.00 5.50 6.94 
55 93.93 91.12 89.47 0.04 5.12 6.45 
60 93.89 91.45 89.75 0.07 4.77 5.97 
65 93.85 91.61 90.19 0.11 4.42 5.49 
70 93.81 91.94 90.51 0.15 4.08 5.01 
75 93.78 92.13 90.96 0.19 3.74 4.54 
80 93.74 92.48 91.29 0.24 3.42 4.05 
85 93.72 92.68 91.76 0.29 3.08 3.56 
90 93.70 93.00 92.13 0.35 2.74 3.06 
95 93.68 93.29 92.53 0.41 2.38 2.55 





















!		+& #.32 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 45 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.03 89.57 91.35 0.42 10.72 10.89 
5 94.04 89.47 91.23 0.41 10.52 10.83 
10 94.12 89.50 90.07 0.31 8.99 10.09 
15 94.12 89.64 89.70 0.26 8.29 9.62 
20 93.99 89.83 89.45 0.22 7.67 9.14 
25 94.08 90.09 89.32 0.18 7.12 8.64 
30 94.06 90.32 89.30 0.14 6.63 8.15 
35 94.06 90.55 89.35 0.10 6.19 7.67 
40 94.02 90.86 89.43 0.07 5.78 7.20 
45 93.93 91.12 89.61 0.03 5.40 6.73 
50 93.96 91.31 89.84 0.00 5.03 6.28 
55 93.92 91.51 90.12 0.03 4.68 5.83 
60 93.88 91.67 90.48 0.07 4.35 5.39 
65 93.83 91.93 90.76 0.10 4.03 4.96 
70 93.82 92.16 91.07 0.14 3.72 4.52 
75 93.79 92.43 91.37 0.18 3.41 4.08 
80 93.77 92.59 91.79 0.22 3.10 3.64 
85 93.74 92.84 92.13 0.26 2.79 3.20 
90 93.72 93.11 92.45 0.31 2.47 2.74 
95 93.74 93.39 92.73 0.37 2.14 2.28 





















!		+& #.33 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 50 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 94.00 90.05 91.73 0.38 9.70 9.84 
5 94.02 90.07 91.57 0.37 9.54 9.78 
10 94.06 89.99 90.70 0.29 8.21 9.13 
15 94.07 90.12 90.36 0.24 7.59 8.72 
20 94.09 90.32 90.12 0.20 7.04 8.29 
25 94.07 90.49 90.03 0.16 6.55 7.85 
30 94.02 90.69 90.03 0.13 6.10 7.42 
35 94.02 90.90 90.06 0.09 5.69 6.98 
40 94.00 91.10 90.18 0.06 5.32 6.56 
45 93.97 91.30 90.33 0.03 4.96 6.14 
50 93.95 91.56 90.46 0.00 4.63 5.72 
55 93.91 91.69 90.75 0.03 4.31 5.32 
60 93.89 91.89 91.00 0.06 4.00 4.91 
65 93.85 92.10 91.26 0.10 3.70 4.51 
70 93.86 92.32 91.54 0.13 3.41 4.11 
75 93.81 92.53 91.82 0.16 3.13 3.71 
80 93.78 92.75 92.10 0.20 2.84 3.30 
85 93.75 92.99 92.40 0.24 2.55 2.90 
90 93.75 93.25 92.63 0.29 2.25 2.48 
95 93.75 93.50 92.88 0.33 1.95 2.06 





















!		+& #.34 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 1e-6 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 0.00 98.06 96.30 66.58 2.55 2.55 
5 7.41 97.86 96.07 61.31 2.32 2.32 
10 43.26 96.01 95.01 35.92 1.20 1.20 
15 52.69 95.57 94.74 29.23 0.90 0.90 
20 59.11 95.38 94.65 24.68 0.68 0.68 
25 63.77 94.95 94.28 21.37 0.52 0.52 
30 67.33 94.88 94.40 18.86 0.39 0.39 
35 70.08 94.70 94.23 16.90 0.28 0.28 
40 72.31 94.13 93.89 15.32 0.18 0.18 
45 74.11 94.38 94.10 14.04 0.09 0.09 
50 75.64 94.24 94.08 12.97 0.00 0.00 
55 76.93 94.40 94.28 12.07 0.09 0.09 
60 78.00 94.09 94.02 11.31 0.18 0.18 
65 78.89 93.82 93.67 10.67 0.28 0.28 
70 79.68 93.64 93.69 10.13 0.39 0.39 
75 80.30 93.50 93.41 9.68 0.52 0.52 
80 80.81 93.71 93.61 9.33 0.68 0.68 
85 81.19 93.56 93.71 9.07 0.90 0.90 
90 81.44 92.89 93.06 8.93 1.20 1.20 
95 81.38 92.93 93.14 8.99 1.68 1.68 





















!		+& #.35 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 5 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 47.95 98.66 92.88 52.51 2.01 2.01 
5 47.10 98.25 93.20 49.43 1.87 1.87 
10 54.47 96.36 93.90 31.79 1.07 1.07 
15 59.78 95.82 93.93 26.46 0.82 0.82 
20 64.13 95.41 93.98 22.64 0.63 0.63 
25 67.54 95.13 94.00 19.79 0.48 0.48 
30 70.33 94.87 94.02 17.58 0.36 0.36 
35 72.57 94.75 93.95 15.81 0.26 0.26 
40 74.46 94.58 93.95 14.38 0.17 0.17 
45 76.03 94.41 93.79 13.19 0.08 0.08 
50 77.37 94.30 93.93 12.20 0.00 0.00 
55 78.55 94.23 93.91 11.34 0.08 0.08 
60 79.57 94.03 93.95 10.62 0.17 0.17 
65 80.45 93.91 93.90 9.99 0.26 0.26 
70 81.22 93.88 93.77 9.44 0.36 0.36 
75 81.93 93.71 93.72 8.97 0.48 0.48 
80 82.57 93.48 93.68 8.56 0.63 0.63 
85 83.19 93.21 93.69 8.21 0.82 0.82 
90 83.82 92.84 93.79 7.92 1.07 1.07 
95 84.53 92.42 93.80 7.67 1.43 1.43 





















!		+& #.36 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 10 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 69.77 97.36 92.20 38.20 1.46 1.46 
5 68.55 97.31 92.43 36.65 1.39 1.39 
10 66.99 96.10 93.27 26.48 0.89 0.89 
15 68.81 95.68 93.56 22.75 0.70 0.70 
20 70.87 95.36 93.64 19.88 0.55 0.55 
25 72.86 95.12 93.70 17.62 0.43 0.43 
30 74.63 94.91 93.74 15.80 0.33 0.33 
35 76.20 94.74 93.71 14.31 0.24 0.24 
40 77.62 94.52 93.85 13.09 0.15 0.15 
45 78.83 94.43 93.82 12.03 0.08 0.08 
50 79.94 94.31 93.81 11.13 0.00 0.00 
55 80.94 94.13 93.87 10.35 0.08 0.08 
60 81.86 93.98 93.88 9.66 0.15 0.15 
65 82.70 93.87 93.93 9.05 0.24 0.24 
70 83.49 93.73 93.93 8.50 0.33 0.33 
75 84.25 93.57 93.93 8.00 0.43 0.43 
80 84.98 93.46 93.81 7.52 0.55 0.55 
85 85.85 93.16 94.00 7.06 0.70 0.70 
90 86.75 92.97 94.00 6.59 0.89 0.89 
95 87.87 92.54 94.25 6.07 1.13 1.13 





















!		+& #.37 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 15 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 79.01 96.68 92.31 28.84 1.11 1.11 
5 78.19 96.51 92.30 28.02 1.06 1.06 
10 75.32 95.81 93.05 21.86 0.73 0.73 
15 75.63 95.52 93.28 19.28 0.59 0.59 
20 76.50 95.25 93.43 17.18 0.48 0.48 
25 77.52 95.08 93.53 15.43 0.38 0.38 
30 78.62 94.74 93.64 14.00 0.29 0.29 
35 79.67 94.63 93.73 12.77 0.21 0.21 
40 80.66 94.54 93.75 11.71 0.14 0.14 
45 81.59 94.35 93.80 10.80 0.07 0.07 
50 82.44 94.28 93.77 10.00 0.00 0.00 
55 83.27 94.16 93.80 9.29 0.07 0.07 
60 84.08 93.99 93.90 8.65 0.14 0.14 
65 84.82 93.94 93.80 8.06 0.21 0.21 
70 85.57 93.78 93.83 7.52 0.29 0.29 
75 86.31 93.65 93.88 7.00 0.38 0.38 
80 87.08 93.48 93.95 6.50 0.48 0.48 
85 87.95 93.27 94.07 5.99 0.59 0.59 
90 88.87 93.03 94.24 5.45 0.73 0.73 
95 89.96 92.74 94.38 4.83 0.90 0.90 





















!		+& #.38 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 20H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 83.71 95.95 92.43 22.91 0.88 0.88 
5 83.12 95.92 92.56 22.40 0.85 0.85 
10 80.45 95.54 92.99 18.30 0.61 0.61 
15 80.28 95.25 93.15 16.45 0.51 0.51 
20 80.63 95.01 93.42 14.88 0.41 0.41 
25 81.12 94.92 93.46 13.51 0.33 0.33 
30 81.77 94.74 93.57 12.34 0.26 0.25 
35 82.48 94.59 93.65 11.33 0.19 0.19 
40 83.20 94.47 93.67 10.44 0.12 0.12 
45 83.90 94.31 93.77 9.65 0.06 0.06 
50 84.58 94.26 93.72 8.93 0.00 0.00 
55 85.25 94.18 93.74 8.29 0.06 0.06 
60 85.92 94.05 93.77 7.71 0.12 0.12 
65 86.59 93.92 93.82 7.16 0.19 0.19 
70 87.25 93.79 93.88 6.64 0.26 0.26 
75 87.93 93.65 93.86 6.13 0.33 0.33 
80 88.67 93.46 94.07 5.63 0.41 0.41 
85 89.45 93.29 94.16 5.11 0.51 0.51 
90 90.26 93.15 94.30 4.56 0.61 0.61 
95 91.17 92.98 94.39 3.95 0.74 0.74 





















!		+& #.39 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 25 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 86.34 95.55 92.59 18.91 0.73 0.72 
5 85.90 95.55 92.65 18.55 0.70 0.70 
10 83.76 95.22 92.98 15.61 0.52 0.52 
15 83.44 95.11 93.21 14.21 0.44 0.44 
20 83.53 94.82 93.31 12.99 0.36 0.36 
25 83.78 94.75 93.49 11.90 0.29 0.29 
30 84.22 94.60 93.55 10.94 0.23 0.23 
35 84.68 94.50 93.61 10.09 0.17 0.17 
40 85.19 94.41 93.61 9.32 0.11 0.11 
45 85.74 94.22 93.73 8.64 0.05 0.05 
50 86.30 94.15 93.78 8.01 0.00 0.00 
55 86.84 94.08 93.82 7.43 0.05 0.05 
60 87.41 93.99 93.79 6.88 0.11 0.11 
65 87.97 93.87 93.93 6.38 0.17 0.17 
70 88.59 93.73 93.97 5.89 0.23 0.23 
75 89.19 93.65 94.04 5.40 0.29 0.29 
80 89.82 93.51 94.06 4.92 0.36 0.36 
85 90.46 93.43 94.05 4.41 0.44 0.44 
90 91.18 93.20 94.26 3.89 0.52 0.52 
95 91.93 93.06 94.40 3.32 0.62 0.62 





















!		+& #.40 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 30 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 87.93 95.38 92.78 16.05 0.62 0.62 
5 87.69 95.25 92.81 15.79 0.60 0.60 
10 85.96 95.05 93.14 13.55 0.45 0.45 
15 85.62 94.90 93.20 12.45 0.38 0.38 
20 85.58 94.77 93.41 11.46 0.32 0.32 
25 85.70 94.67 93.49 10.56 0.26 0.26 
30 85.99 94.50 93.57 9.77 0.20 0.20 
35 86.31 94.49 93.58 9.03 0.15 0.15 
40 86.70 94.44 93.65 8.36 0.10 0.10 
45 87.17 94.27 93.68 7.76 0.05 0.05 
50 87.61 94.12 93.79 7.20 0.00 0.00 
55 88.09 94.01 93.85 6.68 0.05 0.05 
60 88.57 93.96 93.90 6.19 0.10 0.10 
65 89.05 93.92 93.90 5.71 0.15 0.15 
70 89.57 93.77 93.95 5.25 0.20 0.20 
75 90.09 93.62 94.04 4.80 0.26 0.26 
80 90.64 93.55 94.11 4.34 0.32 0.32 
85 91.20 93.47 94.06 3.87 0.38 0.38 
90 91.79 93.26 94.25 3.38 0.46 0.46 
95 92.38 93.19 94.29 2.85 0.53 0.53 





















!		+& #.41 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 35 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 89.13 95.07 92.96 13.94 0.53 0.53 
5 88.84 95.07 92.97 13.72 0.52 0.52 
10 87.46 94.90 93.20 11.94 0.40 0.40 
15 87.14 94.79 93.34 11.04 0.34 0.34 
20 87.12 94.63 93.43 10.22 0.28 0.28 
25 87.18 94.53 93.52 9.47 0.23 0.23 
30 87.34 94.43 93.58 8.78 0.18 0.18 
35 87.62 94.29 93.62 8.15 0.13 0.13 
40 87.92 94.22 93.67 7.57 0.09 0.09 
45 88.28 94.17 93.73 7.03 0.04 0.04 
50 88.64 94.14 93.72 6.52 0.00 0.00 
55 89.04 94.02 93.86 6.05 0.04 0.04 
60 89.45 93.89 93.90 5.59 0.09 0.09 
65 89.87 93.87 93.90 5.15 0.13 0.13 
70 90.33 93.78 93.96 4.72 0.18 0.18 
75 90.77 93.71 93.92 4.30 0.23 0.23 
80 91.24 93.60 94.05 3.87 0.28 0.28 
85 91.69 93.62 94.01 3.43 0.34 0.34 
90 92.20 93.32 94.26 2.97 0.40 0.40 
95 92.69 93.21 94.33 2.49 0.47 0.47 





















!		+& #.42 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 40 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 89.88 94.91 93.08 12.30 0.47 0.47 
5 89.69 94.93 93.15 12.13 0.46 0.46 
10 88.56 94.78 93.24 10.65 0.36 0.36 
15 88.30 94.71 93.31 9.90 0.30 0.30 
20 88.20 94.54 93.45 9.20 0.26 0.26 
25 88.27 94.45 93.54 8.56 0.21 0.21 
30 88.37 94.46 93.52 7.95 0.16 0.16 
35 88.59 94.27 93.68 7.40 0.12 0.12 
40 88.83 94.19 93.70 6.88 0.08 0.08 
45 89.12 94.12 93.78 6.40 0.04 0.04 
50 89.47 94.01 93.82 5.94 0.00 0.00 
55 89.77 94.02 93.82 5.50 0.04 0.04 
60 90.15 93.90 93.86 5.08 0.08 0.08 
65 90.50 93.80 93.95 4.68 0.12 0.12 
70 90.90 93.77 93.99 4.28 0.16 0.16 
75 91.26 93.70 94.07 3.88 0.21 0.21 
80 91.76 93.40 93.84 3.48 0.26 0.26 
85 92.10 93.46 94.14 3.08 0.31 0.31 
90 92.50 93.39 94.23 2.65 0.36 0.36 
95 92.89 93.33 94.31 2.21 0.41 0.41 





















!		+& #.43 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 45 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.47 94.76 93.13 11.01 0.42 0.42 
5 90.30 94.76 93.16 10.86 0.41 0.41 
10 89.42 94.58 93.37 9.61 0.32 0.32 
15 89.18 94.54 93.42 8.97 0.28 0.28 
20 89.06 94.50 93.49 8.36 0.23 0.23 
25 89.09 94.46 93.49 7.79 0.19 0.19 
30 89.18 94.39 93.56 7.26 0.15 0.15 
35 89.32 94.31 93.63 6.76 0.11 0.11 
40 89.57 94.15 93.71 6.30 0.07 0.07 
45 89.78 94.10 93.78 5.86 0.04 0.04 
50 90.08 94.06 93.80 5.44 0.00 0.00 
55 90.38 93.97 93.89 5.04 0.04 0.04 
60 90.67 93.87 93.92 4.66 0.07 0.07 
65 91.00 93.82 93.89 4.28 0.11 0.11 
70 91.35 93.78 94.04 3.91 0.15 0.15 
75 91.66 93.70 94.06 3.53 0.19 0.19 
80 92.04 93.62 94.03 3.16 0.23 0.23 
85 92.40 93.55 94.13 2.78 0.28 0.28 
90 92.73 93.42 94.22 2.39 0.32 0.32 
95 93.06 93.40 94.26 1.99 0.37 0.37 





















!		+& #.44 *-#)(+&*)+กA&ก	"!" Rf = 50 H," 
#	0	 (H!") #	ก0	 (00") +	 
("?D!") VA VB VC IA IB IC 
0 90.91 94.68 93.17 9.96 0.38 0.38 
5 90.77 94.67 93.22 9.83 0.37 0.37 
10 90.03 94.55 93.37 8.74 0.29 0.29 
15 89.81 94.51 93.44 8.18 0.25 0.25 
20 89.74 94.43 93.51 7.65 0.21 0.21 
25 89.74 94.31 93.55 7.15 0.17 0.17 
30 89.83 94.30 93.68 6.67 0.14 0.14 
35 89.94 94.25 93.66 6.22 0.10 0.10 
40 90.13 94.12 93.76 5.80 0.07 0.07 
45 90.35 94.08 93.77 5.40 0.03 0.03 
50 90.58 94.05 93.80 5.01 0.00 0.00 
55 90.84 93.98 93.89 4.65 0.03 0.03 
60 91.11 93.90 93.92 4.29 0.07 0.07 
65 91.39 93.77 93.86 3.93 0.10 0.10 
70 91.67 93.84 93.88 3.58 0.14 0.14 
75 91.97 93.71 94.05 3.24 0.17 0.17 
80 92.29 93.59 94.07 2.89 0.21 0.21 
85 92.60 93.53 94.15 2.54 0.25 0.25 
90 92.88 93.46 94.19 2.18 0.29 0.29 
95 93.17 93.43 94.23 1.80 0.34 0.34 

































9	8ก   
 


































VA=[ ]  ;   % Phase A Voltage set 
VB=[ ]  ;   % Phase B Voltage set 
VC=[ ]  ;   % Phase C Voltage set 
IA=[ ]  ;   % Phase A Current  set 
IB=[ ]  ;   % Phase B Current  set 
IC=[ ]  ;   % Phase C Current  set 
Input=[VA  IA  IB  IC] ; % Input 
Traget=[ ];  %Target Output 
 
% ก	,	 !) 
trn_data=[Input Traget]; 
epoch_n=10000; 
mf_n=[3  3  3  3]; 
step_size = 0.01; 
error_goal = 0; 
mf_type = str2mat('gbellmf','gbellmf','gbellmf','gbellmf'); 
 
% )	+ ก-	1??& 
in_fismat = genfis1(trn_data, mf_n, mf_type); 
 
% ก	 
[trn_out_fismat trn_error step_size ] = ...                                                                    
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